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ABSTRACT

A History of the Italian and German Prisoner
of War Camps in Utah and Idaho During
World War II
by

Ralph A. Busco, l'iaster of Science

Utah State University, 1967
Major Professor: Dr. Douglas D. Alder
Department: History
J A,:,

The United States offered an 1dal situation for prisoner of war
camps during World War II.

The remoteness of the states of Utah and

Idaho offered also an ideal situation to intern prisoners.
The United States established 141 base camps and 313 branch camps.

Out of this number, Utah and Idaho represented a total number of nine
base and twenty-one branch camps.
ervision

approxirr~tely

utah and Idaho had under their sup-

11,660 or 3.6% of the prisoners in the base camps.

The Utah and Idaho camps were under supervision of the United states
War Department.

Their basic source for the administration came from the

written provisions within the International Red Cross Geneva Convention
of 1929.
It lias discovered that a few former Italian and German prisoners
of war have returned to live in Utah and Idaho.

Also many other ind-

ividuals that were connected with the camps have added their personal

contributions.

(115 pages)
vi

CHAPTER I
A HISTORICAL BACKGROu}ID OF PRISONER

OF

WAR CAMPS

A soldier becomes a prisoner of war "then he has fallen into the
hands of the caftor.

All soldiers, or "d'hatever ,species of arms, can be

made a prisoner either fighting or vTounded, on tpe field or in the
hospital, or by individual surrender or capitulation.

Prisoners of war

can also be those attached to an enemy for its efficiency and promotion,
all captuxed disabled men or officers

o~

the field or elsewhere, and all

enemies ,·rho have thro'f,ffi avay arms asking for quarter. 1
Rist?ry bas subsequently brought various repetitions of vTarfare.
War most alHays

rill bring soldiers into captivity.

l ..

Primitive l;farfare

had a decisive effect upon the recognition toward the status of a prisoner
of I·rar.

The defeated. enemy ha s usually promptly been destroyed on the

battlef1eld~

Foreigners .'Jere real potential foes not considered as

equals and not entitled to rights.
Egyptians and Assyrians displayed tbeir prisoners conspicuously.
The purpose being to help demonstrate the glory of the conquerors and
lwilbur W. White, White's Political Diction~.rl (Cleveland and
York: World Publishing Co., 1947)" p. 22b, and "Prisoners of War,"
Encyclopedia Britannica, 1960., Vol. XVIII •.

Ne~.f

2

serve as "\«Tarnings to belligerent neighbors.

Systematic torture ,vas prac-

ticed at the feet of the conqueror or the executioner. l

The Old Testament

l-:.as also sanctioned the destruction of subjugated tribes 2 plus the massacre of male members. 3
Records report that prisoners in China were sacrificed at the altar
in

532 B. C., but evidently not all

sl~fered

this fate.

Some of the sol-

diers \lere at least admonished not to inflict a second "round or take a
sray-haired prisoner. 4
The Greeks urged that the highest human dignity be offered to all
. members of their oT/rn race, but they recognized no such obligations toward
barbarians.

Hmlever, for those enemj.es \·,ho surrendered on the battlefield,

the opportunity for ransom \oras somet"i,mes granted. 5
Prisoner treatment vIas less harsh among the Romans than among the
Greeks.

Only those

captivity.

~/Iho

had borne ',veapons against Rome 'iTere

redtlc~d

to

The Greeks, forced to limited imperial expansion, attempted

to assert supremacy by mutually slaughtering their prisoners.

6

The Romars

lvlilliam E. S. Flory, Prisoners of ~: ~ Study in ~ Develol?ment
of International La~,'T, (American Council on Public Affairs: ~"ashington,
Do e., 1942), p. 10.

21 Samuel 15:3 and Deuteronomy 20:16-8.
3Deuteronomy 20:13-4.
4Herrelee Clessner Creel, The Birth of China, (Ne\{ York: Frederick
Mngar Publ-ishing Co_, 1937), p. 2 0 7 . - - -

5FI0~Y,

£E.

cit., p. 11.

6Coleman PhiUipson, The International Law and Custom of Ancient
Greece and ~, (London, 1911), p. 25-36. ------

3
at various times used their prisoners for festive plrrposes, but the
Greeks did not.

Prisoners \Vere killed

~1Then

their slaughter v10ulc1 terrify

the enemy and glorify the conquerors or when they became an encumbrance.
Economic self-interest of the captors probably produced an improvement
in the position of the prisoners.

This occurred "\Jhen the practice of

enslavement began to take precedence over other methods of treatment.

In

later years the Roman lav1 began to favor the slave and forbade his being
killed uithout reason.
';'lith a dilemma.

Rome and Greece, therefore, presented the prisoner

It \·ras then difficult to say vThich was less humane, im-

mediate slaughter on the battlefield or lifetilne enslavement. l
In Rome, bet"i.reen 200 and 150 B.C. it has been estimated that
some 250,000 prisoners of vrar were brought to Italy as slaves.

Slaves,

procured cheaply, were preferred over hired free labor, partially because
they were not liable to be drafted for military service and could be
exploited ruthlessly without fear of consequences.

Cato t s 2 directions

for handling slaves showed that they were treated like cattle.

He cal-

lously recommended that they be turned out to starve Ifhen they vTere no
10!1ger fit for profitable work.

The slaves often ",orked in irons and at

night "Tere housed in underground prisons. 3

l~., p. 13.
2About 150 B. C., Cato, the Censor, ,,{rote his book On Agriculture,
a practical manual for the miner of a large estate. See William E. S.
Flory, Prisoners of War: A Study in·the Development of International Law
(American Counci1-on:FUb1ic AffairS: iWashington, D.c7; 1942), p. 10-1~
3Arthur E. R. Boak, A History ~ ~ to 565 ~
Macmillan Co., 1955), p. 155.

(NevT York:

The

4
Christian doctrines of equality and brotherhood encouraged many
individuals to treat the slave not as a beast of burden, but as a member
of the family.

Ransoming also incurred a

fo~yard

step to enslavement.

Tendencies then developed tmJard considerinc; "\-rar captives as prisoners
of the state rather than of the individual who took them.

Thus, at the

time of the Roman conquests of Julius Caesar, a captive could tmder certain circumstances become a freedman ';-rithin the Roman Empire.
Christianity of the Middle Ages Tlras interpreted to condone greater
severity in \·rarfare against infidels.

Treatment afforded captives and

members of defeated. nations or tribes changed along ,;-[i th vrarfare.

Late

into the 17th century in Europe, enslavement of enemy soldiers declined
durinG the Middle AGes.

Hansoming, hm·rever, uas still uidely practiced.

Kine; Richard the Lion Hearted, during the crusades, \oras a notable example
of ransoming.

There also VTas a continued development of mercenary soldiers

\·rho tended to create a better atmosphere for a prisoner.

It vas kno':ln that

perhaps in a future battle he might become captured.
Political philosophers in the 16th and early 17th centuries expressed
th~ir

thoughts about the ImIs of 'VIar.

stated in his

~

Grotius, one of the most famous,

jure belli et pacis ("Lau of Har and Peace: 1625") that

victors had the richt to enslave their enemies but he advocated exchanGe
and. ransom instead.

l

IE. C. Trimble, "Prisoners ofT;lar, 11 Encyclopedia of Social Sciences,
ed. EdHin R. A. Seligman XI-XII (1957), 419-421.

5
Perhaps the first systematic iITi ter on international law i,ras a man
known as Victoria (1500's).

He advocated two cardinal principles for evaluat-

ing the legality of warlike acts.

He considered further infli tion upon the

prisoner after obtaining the final victory was unnecessary.

Secondly,

he felt that it ';1as illegal to harm innocent people not participating in
the hostilities except when necessary_

Victoria pointed out that the

enemy could be pursued and slain to prevent them from retlrrning to battle,
but the children, aged, women and non-combatants should be spared.

Victor-

ia said that the slaughter of captives was no longer 1tTarranted since it
\Vas not necessary to attain victory.

A proper procedure i'Tould be to hold

them for ransom. l
By the Treaty of Westphalia (1648) prisoners of ~var were released

at the close of the \o,ar i,rithout ransom.

This treaty-'has been generally

taken as marking the end of the era for ivide spread enslavement of
prisoners without payment of ransom.

Modern rules relative to the treat-

ment of prisoners eenerally started appearing approximately a hundred
years after the signing of the treaty.
A nei" attitude of morality in the lai" of nations or international
laiv had a profound effect upon the 18th century.

Mantesquieu, the French

political philosopher, wrote in his famous L' Espir1t des Lois ("Spirit
of Lavls," 1 748), that the only right in war tha t the captor had for a
prisoner was to prevent him from doing harm.

The capt:tve, instead of

being treated like a piece of disposal property for the ,...,rill of the victor,
lFlory,

£2.

cit., p.

14.

6
became merely removed from the scene of battle.

Jean Jacques Rousseau

and Emma de Vattel have \"ri tten on the same theme.

They have developed

vlhat may be called the quarantine theory for the disposition of prisoners.
It suggests that war was a relation of state to state, not a relation of
man to

n~h.

IndividuBls became enemies only as soldiers

throu~h

The aim of T"mr becomes the destruction of the enemy state.
right to kill soldiers exists as long as they are armed.

accident.

Therefore, the
They become

ordinary men as soon as they surrender and are no longer instruments of
. the enemy.

It has been generally felt that these writings more or less

reinforced already developinG attitudes.

This continuing trend tmvard

improved methods can be evidenced in the more recent camps.l
The Amerj_can Revolution afforded no strict observance tm1ard any
set of rules for the treatment of prisoners.
applied customary harsh punishments.

The Bri t~i_sh most generally

Their action "\1a3 In

c~irect

to treatment given individuals during domestic cJ.isturbances. 2

relation

The American

armies took steps to avoid continued mistreatment of British captives.

At

one stage of the conflict George Washington wrote to Lt. Gen. Thomas Gage

-

on August 11,

1775,

stating: "My duty nOvl makes it necessary to apprize

you, that for future I shall regulate my conduct tm-rard those sentlemen,
vTho are or may be in

Oill"

possession, exactly by the rule you shall observe

tOvlards those of ours, now in your custody. 113

l~., 15-16.
2 Ib i d ., p. 1 7 .

3Lt. Col. George G. Levlis and Capt. John Me"l"lha, History of Pri saner
of War Utilization by the United States Army, 1776-1945, (Department of
the Army Pamphlet, 1955), p. 1-2.
- - ----,-

7
A basic principle was illustrated by this warning.
fluenced prisoner of war practice throughout history.

It has in-

A belligerent

nation has a tendency to treat either good or bad prisoners in much the
same manner as his own men are treated by the enemy. 1
The United States negotiated a treaty of friendship "\"i th Prussia

(1785) shortly after the end of the Revolution.

It became a first for

the .Uni ted States in systematic reGulations dealing \,ri th prisoners by

l~tions not at war with each other. 2
It has been assumed during the War of 1812 that prisoners were

Any contrary evidence is extremely meager.

satisfactorily treated.

In 1842, Daniel Hebster,· U. S. Secretary of State, wrote the
following letter:
Prisoners of war are to be considered as unfortunate
and not as criminals, and are to be treated accordingly, although the question of detention or lib~rati9n is one affecting
the interest of the captor alone, and therefore one with which
no other government ought to interfere in any ~"ay j. yet the
right to detain by no means implies the right to dispose of
the prisoners at the pleasure of the captor~ That right in
volves certain duties, among them of providing the prisoners
with the necessities of life and abstaining from the infliction of any punishment upon them which they may not have
merited by an offense against the laws of the country since
they were taken. 3
During the Mexican War there appeared to be mutual satisfaction
regarding treatment and exchange of

prison~rs.

In

1847, the Commander-

in-Chief of the American naval forces wrote to the Mexican Minister of

~rimble, ~. ~.
2

Flory,

~. ~.

3Flory,

£E. ~.,

p. 18.

8
Foreign Relations.

The letter concerned the "kind and liberal treatment"

granted American prisoners in Mexico, t\rhich has been fully reciprocated
by us towards those Mexicans ;{ho have fallen into oux O\{n hands. nl
The Crimean War generally appears to have been in line with established treatment.

One major advance was established at Constantinople.

It provided for an organization to facilitate the transmission of

mai~

betw.een Russian prisoners.

By the middle of the 19th century, a definite body of principles
for treatment was more generally recognized in the civilized world.

In

1863, Francis Lieber became the first to summarize regulations respecting
prisoners in his U. S. Army publication, so-called Lieber Code. 2
. Dr. Ttl. B. Hessettine has pointed out, concerning prisoners in the
Civil War (1861-1865), "that each side displayed mismanagement, congestion, and unfi t~ess in officer personnel, and that in the North as ,{ell
as in the South one finds di.sease, filth, depression, disorder, vermin,
poor food, lack of e1enlentary sanitation and as a result, intolerable
misery and death on an appalling scale. ,,3

It ,,;·jas evident that the bitter

struggle between North and Soutb hampered exchange of prisoners.

A

lLe'{is and Mevrha, £E.. cit., p. 25 -26.
2Flory, ~. ~.

3w. B. Hessettine, Civil Jf§J: Pr~sons:
(Ohio: Ohio El. Press, 1930), p. 137. ,

~ Study ~ ~ Psycho1oW,

successful system of exchange would have greatly reduced the number of
prisoners held. l
The South became embarass:=d in its attempts to care for the hordes
of captives at a time "Then its own transportation and supply system iV'as
breaking down.

Frightful conditions existed at AnQersonville, Belle fsle,

and .S8,lisbury.

An example of Andersonville is stated as being: '

The Andersonville prison, until the soldiers built huts
for themselves, ;"las but a stockaded enclosure of sixteen and
a half acres in southwestern Georgia. Mosquito-infested tents;
myriads of maggots; pollution and filth due to lack of sanitation; soldiers dying by thousands; men desperately attempting
to tunnel their way to freedom; prison mates turning on their
fellm'Ts ;,{hom they suspected of treachery or theft; un-baked
rations; inadequate hospital facilities; escaping men hunted
d01.J'n by bloodhounds--such are the details that come dmV'n to us
from incontrovertible sources. 2
Ohservance of principles in the Civil War and in the FrancoPrussian War (1870) left much to be desired tOi·rard gains made in improving wounded soldiers and prisoners. 3
An unsuccessful prisoner of \"ar conference was held in 187L~ at
Brussels, Belgium.

In 1899 and 1907 at the Hague, Netherlands, an

10fficial reports as analyzed by J. F. Rhodes states that the Confederates captured 211,000 Federal soldiers. Some 16,000 'iTere released
on the field, ,;{hile the Federals captured the enormous number of 462,000,
of vrhom 247,000 ;,·,ere paroled on the field. Subtracting those paroled on
the field, the Confederates took nearly 195,000 Unionists and the Unionists
about 215,000 Confederates. See J. G. Randall and D. Donald, The Civil
War and Reconstruction, (Boston: D. C., Heath and Co., 1961), p:-336.

2J • G. Randall and David Donald, The Civil War and Reconstruction,
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., '1961), p. 336:-- - - -

3188sa Oppenheim, International ~, (London: LonGmons, Green and
Co., 1940), p. 553.

10
international conference drew' up rules of conduct vThich had gained
recognition in international ls,v. l
Prisoners of war were numbered in the millions during World War I.
There 'i{ere many charges on both sides that the rules Ifere not being faithfully observed. 2

This situation prompted the nations of the world to

gather at Geneva, Switzerland.

They formulated a detailed code of some 97

articles which governed the fate of millions of prisoners during the
Second World War.

It "Tas ratified by France, Germany, Great'Britain, the

United States and many other nations.

Unfortunately ratification was re-

fused by Japan and the Soviet Union.3
World
World

Wa~

~

g

II presented millions of persons the possiblity of becoming

a prisoner of vrar under llidely varying c ircwnstances.

They experienced

treatment ranging from excellent to barbaric.
Germany (~) Prison Camps
Nazi Germany presented an unparalleled situation during World War II.
Adolf Hitler and the Nazi state had deliberately begun and systematically
lLe¥is and MevTha, ~.

£2:.!.,

p.

47-48.

2Herbert C. Fooks, Prisoners £!,~ (Federalsburg, Md.: Stowell
Printing Co., 1924), p. 123-136.

3u.

S., Statutes ~ Large, XXXXVII, Part 2, 2021-2101.

11

carried. out a vast program of biological \,rarfare against civilians and
pr::_soners of "tvar. l
Prisoners of \·J'ar ";vere used in armament factories and in an;:,' possible
~Tay

to help foster German fighting at the front.

Although it vas a flal,

grant violation of the Hague and Geneva Conventions, it constituted the
leaat of worries for the millions of soldiers captured by the Third
Reich. 2
The main concern for the prisoners ,'ras survival.
"lITere greatly against the Russians.
million Soviet 't'Tar prisoners.
the All:i.ed troops ip 1945.

However, 'the odds

There ",ere some five and three-quarter

Inmates of the POW camps "lere liberated by

There Ivere scarcely a million found -alive.

Approximately a million had been released or allm"ed to serve in
the collaborato+ un:5_ts set up by the German Army during the \·Tar.

Starva-

tion, exposure and d.isease brought death to t;:,ro million Russian prisoners
of uar.

At NuremberG a good case ,ras organized that the remaining million

had died from the above cases or been exterminated by the S. D. (8. S.
Security Service).

Partial German records also s11m1 67,000 I,rere executed. 3

lAl1an Bullock, Hj_t1er:
Inc., 1961), p. 632.

!2!

~ Study ~ Ty-.canny, (Neu York: Bontom Books,

2l'li.lliam L. Shir~r, The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich: ~ History
~ Germany , (Ne,\·., York:SirriOrland SCii"USter, 196
951.

or:-P.

3Alexander Dallin, German Rule 1.n Russia, 1941-1945: A Study of
Occuvation Policies, (Ne1i'T York: St'. Miirtins, 195TI,p:-ri26-27:--- -

Alfred Rosenberg wrote General Wilhelm Keitel l concerning the fate
of the Soviet prisoners of 1far:
A-large part of them have starved or died because of the
hazards of the "'"eather. This could have been avoided" There
1vasfood enough :in Russia to provide them.
However, in the majority of cases the camp commanders
have forbidden food to be put at-the disposal of the prisoners;
they have rather let them starve to death. Even on the march
to the camps, the civilian population was not allQ"l;ved to give
"the prisoners food. In many cases when the prisoners could no
longer keep up on the march because of hunger and exhaustion,
they were shot before the eyes of -the horrified civilian population and the corpses were left. In numerous camps no shelter
for the prisopers was provided at all. They lay under the open
sky during raj.n or snow • •
• " • • •
Finally, the -shooting of prisoners of 'ivar must be mentioned" These. " " ignore all political understanding. For. 2
instance, in various camps all the "Asiatics" 'ifere shot • • • .
A comparatively milder treatment was given to Western prisoners of
Tilar.

This

'\"la5

especially true of the American and British, men.

Treat-

ment depended mainly upon cruelty of individual commanders in the form
of instant murder"

For example, seventy-one American prisoners of vrar

were slaughtered in cold blood.

This occurred during the Battle of the

Bulge near Malmedy, Be1giwn, on December 17, 1944.
Occasionally Hitler also ordered the mlITder of Western prisoners.
This was the fate of fifty British flyers
caught escaping from a camp at Sagan.

'\d10

in the spring of

1944 vrere

These orders for the immediate kill-

ing of airmen increased as the Anglo-American bombing increased over Germany)
lA. Rosenberg was classified as a "philosopher" under Hitler's Third
Reich and W. Keital was a Fie~d Marshall.
2Shirer, ~. ~., p. 952-53.

3

~,

.

p. 954.
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One of their foremost camps was located at

~he

top of a wooded hill

three miles southeast of Bad Orb called Stalag 9-B Wegscheide.
Allied soldiers
camp

w~s

wer~

reported to be starving to death.

Some 6,500

Another horrifying

known to the Germans as 326 at Eselheide, some eleven miles

southeast of Bielefeld.

It housed .9,500 Russians who had survived for

months on nine ounces of bread a day and soup faintly reminiscent of

. Thus, the Nazi prison camps are something that
·like to forget but perhaps
Union

2£

Soviet Socialist

nev~r

(Russian) Camps

The basic treatment of Soviet·

pr~soners

Leninist concepts of war and reVolutionary
qul~

of war evolved from Marxist-

~ar.

wo~d

The U.S.S.R. has

repre~

of enlisted men in the enemy's army

ought to be considered brothers of Soviet people.
too,

human race would

will.

Republ~cs

sented a working class where the

th~

This was because they,

have a working class background •. Their only need would be

liberation from the capitalist bosses.
Time, location, and circumstances under which capture took place
was a significant part in determining the individual prisoner's vulnerability tQ indoctrination camps.

For instance, the year of capture--

later or earlier--for Germany's chance of victory, affected the prisoners'
thinking.
lU.

s.

Congressional Record, 79th Cong., 1st Sess., 1945, XCI,

Part 3, 3328-3329.
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The first twenty-four hours in a
most taxing.

pri~onerts

life were mentally the

Nazi propaganda l was given to their soldiers emphasizing

that Soviets would not take prisoners.
The Soviets i'Tere actually not prepared for the
captured.

At the Battle of

Sta11ngr~d

to 100,000 prisoners ivere taken.

hord~s

of men

it \.,as estimated that from 80,000

By the end of

1944, an additional 400,000

to 500,000 men fell into Soviet hands. 2
In ad.dition to three or four million German prisoners, smaller groups
of Romanians, Austrians, Hungarians, Italians and Finns were in Soviet
captivity.
Similar incidents occurred i,lhen the Soviet armies drove through
1-1anchv!ia in August, 1945.

This drive resulted in the capture and

~ransfer

to Siberia of an estimated 900,000 Japanese prisoners. 3
Marches to collectinc centers or transit camps became an especially
critical phase in the prisoner's capacity to survive.

Rail transports from

the collecting centers to permanent camps afforded a similarly high mortality
Lrhe reason for such Nazi propaganda was to encourage their soldiers
to fight harder for their lives and to escape capture. The Japanese were
very successful in this endeavor by tel~ing thei~ soldiers that it would
be a disgrace to their country for them to be captured by the enemy.

~ilfred O. Reiners, Soviet Indoctrination of German War Prisoners,

1241-1956, Center for International Studies MassachUsetts Institute of
Technology (Cambridge: By the author, 1959, 1959), p. 6-13.
3navid pallin and Boris Nicolaevsky, Forced Labor
(Ne1., Haven: Yale U. Press, 1947), p. 278-79:
\

!E

Soviet RUSSi~,
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rate to the prisoners (in November, 1941, 1,500 PW's out of a total of
3,500 died on a transport from Jaw'as to Karagonda).l

Prisoners tried to live in absurd conditions. ,The captured were
forced to live in dilapidated buildings surrounded by barbed-wire fences
and sentry boxes.

Camps were also located in forests which forced the

men.to sleep on the ground with the use of only one blanket.
there was no soap, towels, or medicaments.

In addition,

Although food was insufficient,

there was no starvation as soup was served in meager portions. 2
,As a result of these conditions, frequent epidemics caused the death
of many prisoners.

Of a total of 700 prisoners in Jawas, 400 perished

from December, 1941 to June, 1942, whereas out of 3,000 prisone?s in a
camp in the Urals, 2,500 died from typhus between May, 1942, and fall of

1943. A large ,majority died from over-exposure of the Russian subzero weather.
For example, out of the 93,000 prisoners taken at Stalingrad, the almost
unbelievable number of only 6,000 survived to return to Germany after the

war.
The majority of the permanent camps during this early period were
located in the Ural Mountains 'and Southern Siberia.

This was done in

. order to discourage the escape of prisoners and to ease the Red Army's
supply problems.

Officers were usually separated from the men and sent to

Krasmogorsk, Cordi-Dranki, and Jelabuga. 3
lReiners, ~. ill,., p. 14.
2

Da11in and Nicolaevsky,

3Re1ners, 2£.

£!!.,

p.

12£.

44-45.

ill,.
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Therefore, the Soviets handled prisoners during a sixteen year
period from 1941-1956.

In order to bolster the Soviet i-rar effort, manual

labor became the chief purpose for ';1hich prisoners l,-lere used from 1941~45.
Actually from a legal standpoint, there ifere no limitations upon the compulsory employment of the prisoners of ':1~r.
not belong to the Geneva Convention of 1929.

l).'h1s \·.ras because Russ~:.al did

2

Polit:i.cal activities ,.,ere located in labor camps

~-lith

the purpose

of (a) promoting max imum labor output;' and (b) selecting suitable per'-sonnel for more advanced political indoctrination.

Soviet-sponsored

political activities aided the latter process by Ese of interrogations,
autobiographies, and info~mer services. 3
The methods by
no means

ne~."

~,'hich

methods.

been knm·rD for

the Communists extort false confessions are by

The various devices of coercive interrogation have

centu~"'ies.

These

princ:~.ples

phys~_cal

easy ideas of an individual' s

are based. primarily on simple,

and maral strength. 4

Schools T"cre ore;anized accordinG to nationalj_'ty sectors such as
German, Austrian, Ital:;_an, Hungarian and Rur.lan:Lan.
lR
. anG.., J apan
J. USSla

~.Iere

.L.
IJ

h
'
.
tl13 t d'J.'d no t ·
· t'ne
e on I
y maJor
na t 10n8
jOln

Internat5_onal Heo Cross Convent ion, 1929,
2Do.llin and N:i.colaevsky,

1:9..£.

l~;overn:tng

Pvl t s.

c it.

3Reiners, ~. ~., p. i~O, 4·4.

4U. S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Governmental Operations,
Hea.rings, Communist Interroc;ation, Incloctrtnatiol1 and Exploj.tation of
American Military and Civilian Prj_soners, 84th con'2:7; 2ndSess., 1956,
p. 202.
f -
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The German prisoners exemplified the best Soviet school·s because rlt
their large numbers.

However, all the different camp nationalities were

basically the same.
Maximum poiitical indoctrination was reserved for the officers' and
recreation 'camps, as well as the A-scp:ools (Anti-Fascist Schools).
served a host of political and propaganda schools.

It

The NKFD (National

Komite Freies Deutschland--National Committee Free Germany) and the BOO
(~

Deutscher Offiziere--League of German Officers) "rere short-term in-

.strurnents of \.,rartime propaganda and political expediency for the Russians.
"Conversion" of its members to communism '\tras not origj nally contemplated
as an end in itself.

It occu.rred by a process of osmosis.

The Soviets

exploited the Germans by using anti-Nazi sentiment, utilized the symbol
of German nationalism, de-emphasized communism and permitted a maximum
fr~e

expression' :tn order to '!:lin :tnitiel support for the t\.,ro

ot

organization~.

As the short-term goals of the BDO and the NKFD either were attained
or became obsolete, both organizations became ideal ·breeding grounds and
screens for further political indoctrination.
by many of the BDO and NKFD members.

The A-schools were attended

The height of activities of the

NKFD/BDO occurred :Ln the years 1943-44.

In 1945 both organizations vlere

officially dissolved.
The purpose of training a communist elite \'ras accorded to the Aschools.

Their students \{ere

from all the prison camps.

~elected'

from among promising col+aborators

The techniques employed were advanced lectures

in Marxist-Leninist doctrine, group discussions, self-criticism, autobiographical critiques and a rigid discipline.

Graduates vrould return to
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prison camp as "activists," or be attached to Red. Army units as "propagandists" in 10far time.

For example, the German prisoners ';!ere intendecl

to be placed into key positions in East Germany after the '.·.rar.

At the

height of the "Free Germany" movement betvleen 35 percent and 45 percent
of the officers and approxlmately 75 percent of the enlisted men identified themselves vlith e:i.ther the ~lKFD or the BDO.

The year 1944 marked

the 'greatest tncrease follmring the collapse of the central front and
the assassination attempt upon Hitler.

However, these percentaces are

.not very meani.ngful in view of the different levels of collaboration expected by the mass entry into the M<FD in laoor camps.l
Approximately 50 percent of the Lt'.novo camp ':Tere zracluates of the
A-schools composec of 50-55 members.

About ~·O members attained prominent

positions in East Geruany after their repatriation.
all A-school

,;ral:~L'.ates fl~OL'1 K:ra2~~noc;orsk

,,:,rere there in responsi.ble position.:;;.

About.90 percent of

repatr:.Lated to East Germany and

Of these A-school gTaduates repatri-

ated to fJest Gern18.ny, 5.ncluc1ino: agents, one' out of every five or six is
believed to have remained an active Communist.

The others either quickly

'vi thdre~·r from politics or broke ~li th Communism after a struggle. 2
lReiners,

££. ~., ~. 45.

2 The strikine; percentage of successful lndoctrinat:'Lon, if indeed it
reflects ideoloGical change rather than mere i;,ehavorial compliance, [lust
be attributed both to the inltial selection procedures and. to the teachj,n~~
methods of the A-schools. Of course, the A-school graduate also antici-.
pated immediate re'\orards for his allegiance to Communism and. often found
himself in a position of bein[;' committed to a cou.rse of action from 'l,·.fhich
he could not retreat. See Wilfred O. Reiners, Soviet Indoctrination of
German ~ Prisoners, 1941-1956. Center for International StudiesJMass.
Institute of Technology (Cambridee: By the author), p. 66.
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Soviet };,risoner indoctrination camps were similar to the Nazi f s
concentration camps in their destruction to life.

However, throughout

Russia they '(·,ere organized mainly for the puxpose of forced labor during
World War II.

Many prisoners ,;·rere retained after the ,;{ar to continue the

labor program.

HO'i'rever, the prime objective then became indoctrination of

the prisoners to the Communist system.

The Communists believed that upon

the :prisoner t s return home the treatment i{ould rerna in effective, 1n the
purpose of establishing a better Communistic system.
Japanese Imperial Army Prison Camps
Inevitably the Japanese had also capttITed a large number of allied
prisoners of ';·rar during World vlar II.
'iTere American.

Periods of captivity could have ranGed from three and one-

half years to a fe i ,{ days.
l1arctship.

Approximately one-third of these

Prisoners lived under condit ions of Gevere

They i ..Tere starved, filthy and lacked adequate clothinG.

ically, torture \-las also practiced.

Period-

Like most captors, Greeks, Germans,

Russians, etc., the Japanese -vrere 'Yrholly unprepared to manage a large body of
•
prIsoners

.co

0.1.

~"ar.

J..

Historically, the most

kno~v

Japanese mistreatment came \·rhen approxi-

mately 11,000 Americans surrendered at Bataan Islands, Philippines, on
April 9, 1942.

The larGe majority 'i·Jere required to make the "death march"

from Nariveles to Camp OtDonnell, a distance of about 100 miles.

Most of

the journey TtTas made on foot but part of the . ..ray they \Vere carried in baggage cars.

Ranging from five to twelve days to make the trip,

IBrig. Gen. Hugh J. Morgan, Col. I~cving S. Wright, and Lieut. Col.
Arie Van Raven Swaay, "Health of Repatriated Prisoners of War from the Far
East, II Journal of American Medical Association, CX'AX (April, 1946), 995.
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approximately one-fifth of the group died along the wayside.
the stragglers .\Tere shot or bayoneted by the guards.

Rice

w~s

Many of
issued

from time to time in small quantities, but many of the men

receiv~d

nothing to eat throughout the entire 'Period of the march.

l'later was

available in artesian \'Tells as Hell as in many contaminated streams and
puddles.

Medical care consisted of only "That the American prisoners ",'ere

able to provide for themselves.
O'Donnell that

1492

It 'VTas during the first six 't-teeks at

Americans died.

The prisoners taken at the fall of

Corregidor "Tere brought into Manila Harbor on a ship and made to -\·ralk
ashore before the citizens of Manila to Bilibid Prison.

Bilibid had been

an old condemned Philippine penal institution.
Fifty-six American nurses l,.Tere amonc those taken prisoner- on
Correc2.CLOr.

They ;,'.rere later moved to Santo Tomas University.

They \Vere

Given inadequat:e quantities of rice -';-Tith occa.sional bits of fish plus
dried meat and greens. l
The death rate in the main prisoner camp at Cabanatuan, P. I"

1-tas

between 40 to 60 per day in a population of 6,000-9,000 or roughly one
percent per day during the months of June, July, and August of 1942.2
This defeat of the American Filipino

forces and the fall of Bataan

and Correeidor brought a change in Japanese policy.

Transportation, be-

cause the Philippines were nearer to the home islands, brought about this
lr.w.jor StettTard ~{olf and Lt. Col~ Herbert S. Ripley, "Reactions Among
Allied Prisoners of War Subjected to Three Years of Imprisonment and Torture by the Japanese," American Jot.~rnal of Psychiatry, CIV I (Sept. 1947),

182-83.

-

/

2 J • E. Nordini, "Survival Factors in American Prispners of War of the
Japanese,1I American Journal gLPsychiatry, CIX, (October, 1952),242.
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transference.

Emphasis was transferred from al.)-xiliary military operations

to labor designed to get as much material (copper, chromite, manganese)
as possible produced and shipped to Japan. 1
Hunger, however, reduced men with previously accepted levels of behavior and self-respect to incompatible attitudes and actions.
bled over portions of food and
positions than themselves.

~fere

Men quib-

suspicious of men in more favored

Prisoners also took advantage of less clever

or enterprising fellm-l prisoners, stole, and rummaged in garbage.

The

prisoners personality became distorted by increased irritability, unfriendliness, and sullen l{ithdrm{al. 2

Hunger often affected a mants

thinkinG to anythinG beyond the next bOitTl of rice.

A haunting fear

i>TaS

added to this hunger that the supply of food might be reduced or stopped
at any time.
Disease

\·[88

very abundant.

Plaeuing nearly all and killing thousands

I-lere fever, chills, malaj_se, pain, anorexia, abdominal cramps from recurrent malaria and dysentery.

Adequate treatment was rare.

1tTas often requ:Lred of men suffering

~_lith

physical illness.

Physical Ivork
Beriberi,

xerophthalnia, diptheria, flu, typhoid fever, along 'tli th tuberculos is and
pneumonia caused continuec1 sickness and death.

Also, most men experienced

bouts of apathy or depression ranGing from slicht to prolonged deep depressions.
1

This resulted in a loss of interest in living and lack of

Bruno Lasker, Human Bondage In Southeast
U. of North Carolina Press, 1950), 3lb.
.

~,

(Nort.h Carolina: .

2p. H. Newman liThe Prisoner of War Mentality: Its Effect After
Repatriation," British Medical Journal, I (Janu.ary, 19~·~-), 8.
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willingness or ability to marshal the pm-Ters of will necessary to combat
disease.
Living conditions were uniformly miserable.

Clothing, bedding,

and housing were insufficient and contributed much misery.
dark, dismal and dreary with a lack

o~'

soap and warm ,,,ater.

and fleas ,·Tere 1-Tell fed under these conditions.
performed hard physical work on farms, factories"

Camps were
Body lice

Sick, tired and w'eak men
ship yards, docks, coal

and copper mines.
One of the most distressing psychological

feature~

tormenting the

men further was a highly indefinite period of incarceration.

The future

was visioned to the prisoners as continued hunger, cold, disease, forced
labor, and continued subservience in the face of shouting, slappings, and
beatings.

There was no escape from the continuing daily contacts with

irritating, incompatible fellow prisoners.

All men experienced a strong

yearning for freedom of movement from oppression resulting in a smothering
hemmed-in feeling.
the burden of many.

The sight of sickness and death of friends increased
Infrequency of news from home further aggravated the

sense of isolation and abandonment. l
The deprivation of sex was not a major, or ,serious problem to most
men under the c'ircumstances.

The sex drive \"as minimal and nonexistent

. "'hen the men '.fere experiencing anxiety, depression, disease or hunger.
Sexual interest vas reflected by an increased incidence of nocturnal
INardini, £E. ~., p. 243-5.
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emissions by masturbation and homosexual practices.

This only occurred

when the food supply or living conditions were better accelerated. l
There were many direct physical and moral abuses from the Japanese.
At some time dlITing their imprisonment at least
received some direct physical punishment$

90 percent of the men

Low-ranking soldiers or ex-

soldier prison glmrds meted out most of the punishment.

A large factor

contributing to the prisoners treatment was a white race hatred by the
Oriental Japanese..

Much punishment occurred also because of the sadistic

behavior in the Ja.panese personality

0

Punishment came in the forms of

standing at attention, silent and motionless for hOlU's or being slapped
at with stocks, straps" 'doaden slabs or any convenient wieldable object.
Clothing, food, mail and Red Cross packages Here often intentionally
seized, destroyed, or kept from the men.

Men were marched long distances

through the city streets of Japan to work, tathered, torn and weak.
cal exercise in the form of calisthenics

T~las

during, and at the end of the dayV s hard

i,,,ork~

solitary confinement \{ere practiced..
oners were subjected to Allied

Physi-

demanded of all men before,
Executions, camp jails and

At various stages of the war, pris-

bombings~

torpedoeing, and shelling from

shore installations ':,vhile being concealed in unmarked installations and
ships.2
lNewman p £E." cit",? p .. 9"
2Nardini~

!£so

cit.
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Approximately 12,000 or 40 percent of the 30,000 men of the Army,
Navy and Marine Corps survived the period of imprisonment. 1 The people
'tho survived this ordeal possessed individual qualities.
in a prison ,.,ras of primary importance.

The vTill to live

It vras important to look forward

and backward and retain an active identification with one's home countrymen instead of with the miserable prisoner group.
diminished ,{hen the ";fill to live
were poor.
badly.

''18S

Chances of a survival

w'eak in the beginning

The individual vTho merged

vli th

or

def.enses

the prison environment fared

A persistent recollectlontoward remembrance that one ,·ras an

American, a father, a solil.ter, an officer, etc., became an acce:etable'
ego-supporting defense concept.

The will to live in everyday ordinary

circumstances seemed to be sustained by the existence of a favorable
balance of everyday satisfaction with the past,
able hope for the future.

presen~,

and some reason-

Undue emphasis by the men had to be placed on

the past and future to overlook, repress and ignore the present. 2
Lrhose vTho eave up earliest and easiest ,.,ere the younger men, viz.,
in the 18-22 years span, who lacked the maturity, philosophic concepts,
fortitude, independence and the buffering effect of at least several years
of military experience ';.rhich they needed to '~rithstand the initial shock.
The next most vulnerable group \··ras in the 45 to 55 year span and
then 33-45, 55 plUS, and 23-33 in order, with the 23-33 year span having
the most favorable status for survival. It might be noted that many of
these men who survived made a gradual transition from the very different
category of soldier to professional prisoner of war. See J. E. Nardini,
uSurvi val Factors in American Prisoners of War, 11 American Journal of
.
Ps¥chiatry, CIX (October, 1952), 246.
-2Nardini, ~. ~., p. 246.
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Again some of the prisoners lived for the opportunity of tasting
the pleasure of life such as--a cool beer, hot dogs, a steak dinner, home
cooking, a ne'll car, a clean bed vTith a mattress, the hometown, the mountains, or just plain freedom.
Cleverness, adroitness of thinking, dealing with people and 8eneral
cunning Tdere often great contributing factors to survival. PiJ-re intelligence unrelated to interpersonal dealings and long-range prediction "Tas
of less advantage.

A good retained sense of humor 1-laS also important to

a prisoners chance of survival.

A

willi~gness

work to use up energy ,,,ere highly desirable.

to keep busy but not overCourage ,,,as essential but

not to be applied in direct fighting back or escape.

These were mostly

out of the realm of possibility and only brought further travail and
tragedy.
Another way used to help tolerate the misery of confinement,.,as a
disguised way of striking back at their captors.
measures included surreptitious

acquirinc~

of

De~ls,

,Some examples of these
bribinc of Japanese

[pards, utilizing knm'Tledge of the natural Japanese schizoid-paranoid

temperment by playing one against the other, smuggling new's, letters,
food, Japanese dictionaries and medicines, and in some instances successful contamination of the captor 1 s food. l
The survivors of this prolonged miserable circumstance of living
under Japanese rule can be called an experience unique in the history
of the American people.
INard'In l. ,

~.

't

~.,

p. 247 -8.
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United States of America Camps
The United States, December
war in World War II.

7, 1941, took its first prisoner of

He 'VTas a Japanese sailor manning the baby sub-

marine caught at Pearl Harbor.

Thereafter, he was in the United states,

but was far from being alone .. l

There' were 425,806 prisoners of \far held

in the continental limits of the U. S.--37l,505 Germans, 50,571 Italians,
5,413 Japanese. 2

They were located in every state in the Union3 at 141

base camps and 313 branch camps.4
Prisoners of \'Tar in 1941 and 1942 were only considered as a security problem. 5 They "Tere a necessary result of ~Tarfare and 1;'lere a drain
on the manpovTer of the Army.

The Army had to furnish guards ami admini-

ster overhead to run the camps.

They vTere locked up' tightly in' barbed-,

wire enclosures, had posted guards around the fences, and ",ere fed and

~hiS was an address of Maj. Gen. Archer L. Lerch, the Provost
Marshal General to the'Forum of the Cooperative Committee, Feb. 28, 1945.
It 1'Tas submitted into the Congressional Record by Andre'l;v J. May, Representative of Kentu~ky,
2U. S. CongTessiona1 Record, 79th Cong~, 1st SessG, 1945, XCI,
Part la, AI021-AI023.
3Lewis and Mev.Tha, £E~ cit", p. 91c
4There were 32,000 PWfs on military and civilian \-lork projects
which terminated June 15, 1946. All of these prisoners, removed from the
United States, "t-Tere returned to the theaters in \"hich they 1,{ere captured,
for rehabilitation, except the 175 ,000 British-captured prisoners, \"ho \{ere
returned to the British. All were repatriated by June 30, 1946. Of the
425,806 PW's interned in the U. S. camps, 791 Germans, 131 Italians, and'
38 Japanese died. See CongressionaL Record, 80th Cong., 1st Sess., 1947,
XCIII, Part 1, 805. '
5Congressional Record, lac. cit. According to U. S. Official Documents as of March 1, 1945, the U.. S:-had shot 56 prisoners i'Tho attempted
to escape--36 died and 21 V.rere ,\{ounded.. The army guards had been taught
to shoot to kill, if necessary, to prevent escape~

houseo..

NothinG 'Jas achieved in return for their trouble except for the

insignificant labor uhich they did \,ri thin the enclosure.

They \rere nothinc;

more than an economic and administratlve burden.
Hmvever, as the ,·rar progressed, thousanc1s of

ne~IT

to look like an untouched pool of available manpm.;er.

prisoners began

They \'Tere present

in America at a time lrhen manpo'\,rer ':TaS a desperately needed commodity.
In the latter part of
, under;rlay.

1942

and early

1943,

It vas modestly confinecl to

~lork

the \lork program beGan to get
on army posts.

The prisoners

uere put to "Jork for post enc;ineero, buildin[j and repairinG roads, plus
doing carpentry and various forms of uaintenance labor.

They ;;·rorked in

laundries anQ as stock clerks for the post quartermaster.
pools

~Torked

The motor

them in greasinc:, "lashins, repairins, ane. servicing nontactical

vehicles.
The manpmrer probler:1

l:TaS

becominc T!lore acute in

1943.

HOi,rever,

prisoners \Tere still increasinG because of German reverses in Africa.

From

June 1943, throuch January, 191~4, thousano.s of former members of the Africa
Corps '\Jere transported to this country.

The Army inaugurated the so-called

contract labor prosram to bell' overcome this labor shortage.
Farmers and contractors of the nation 'Jere told that they could use
prisoner of var labor under t,,;{O conditions:

(1) Prisoner of I'Tar labor could

not compete \Ii th free labor j (2) Under no circumstances coulcl one employ.er
u.se prisoners at a Im,rer "rage 'than he \TOulc1 have to pay civilians.
Safeguards uere set up to insure that the tl'TO policies I'lere carried
out.

It ,·ras mana.atory, to insure that prisoners did not compete ,{i th
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free labor, that every prospective employer first obtain certification
from the local office of the vIaI' 1,,1anpm-ler Commission.

The office

~'Tould

make verifj_cation to the fact that there ';1a8 no free civilian labor in
the community to do the t;ype of job that he needed accomplished.

The

same local representative \{ould certify the prevailing ilage for that
type of labor.
~~lhen

Prisoners "':1ere then furnished to the prospective employer

avaj_lable.
The prisoners receJved only 80 centu a day'for their labor of the

hourly ,..rage paid by the contractors.

The contractor t scheck I'las depof3i ted

directly into the treasury of the United States.

It

";{3.S

slu"prising hO'rJ

the labor procram developed into a $100,000,000 a year business for the
Government in 1944.

Over $22,000,000 ilas paid

the Government by private

contractors after deductinc; contract allO'VTances for transportation, hous ...
ing, and subsistence.

A profit

~'TaG

made to the Government because the

employer I'las required to pay the same rate per unit of uork completed
that w'ould have been paid free civilian labor.
The War Department realized an estimated savinGs of over $80,000,000
from the prj.soners
out the country.

~·rho

did Hork on army Docts, car:lps, and stations throuGh-

Prisoners,

19,567,719 man-days of

~.·Tork.

~·rorking

for the army, performed a total of

This 'Z'Tork ranc;ed from such highly skilled

T,Tork as 'I;·ratch repaj_r to common maintenance labor. l
DurIng 1944, the total man-day~3 ~{orke(l for private contractors ~.,..as

10,181,275.

The bulk of the ~"ork "·;.ras in aGriculture, '\yhich accounted

for 5,705,909 man-days.

l~onGreSsional Record, loco cit.
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Prisoners Horked for the nation's farms from one border to the
other.

If a prisoner refused to vlork, he was automatically put on a

"bread. and '\'later" c.iet.

Generally it i·loulo. only take one or tHO days of

hunger before he 'dould once again return to \·rork.

The prisoners re-

placed the farm labor that had Gone to T;rar or had micrated to industrial
tmvns attracted by higher paid

~:lar

jobs.

Prisoners, in the South, picked

cotton, \ cut sugar cane, harvested peanuts and tobacco ,and cut
In the West,they

gather~d

the sugar beets and grains.

pUlp~lood.

Prisoners in the

. North and East sections canned fruit and vegetables '·lhile harvesting
many otll,er farm crops. 1
The l{ar Department also set up large scale, re-education programs
for the prisoners.

They employed ne1-lSpapers, magazines, radio i movies,

and study courses.

General Bryan, assistant provost marshall general,

Ever since ~"re received the f:~.rGt prisoners in the U, S.,
we have been impressing on their minds the attitude of the
U. S. t01.fard life and government. At first the effort \,r8G
made in connection \,rith the "(·lork program. Durins the past
year a more formal program has been added. We have made and
are making available to the prisoner the truth vlhich he has
not· been able to learn at home. He is not being propagandized.
\ve are takinJ men meandering in a ;;10ra8S of myths and conductinc: a \:l~ll-calcu.latec1, thorouGh and pointed proc.;ram of exposition.
It ';oras true that the re-education proGTamc ,,-,ere set It;p ,-rherever
possible.

HOlvever, the United States .failed in respects of teaching the

lIdem.
2"Army Re-educates U. S. Held Nazis, If
June

26, 1945.

~ ~ ~ Tribune,

3,0
prisoner the English language.

One of the best medias of overcoming

propaganda is being able to read the language of the involved country.
There "rere far too many pr1.soners that returned to their home i..rithout
being schooled.
The United states' policy toward its prisoners of war was seriously
aimed at fulfilling the Geneva Convention (1929) and to a large degree
was successful.

It was the governing treaty for prisoners of war

during World War II.

The convention \'ras ratified and proclaimed .in ac-

corclance ",·ri th the provisions of the Constitution of the United States. l
It then became the solemn
proviSions of the 1mV'.

cl uty

of the

~var

Department to carry out the

2

Italy capitulated, September 8, 1943, and soon afteTIlard declared.
war on the German Reich.

The Allied Governments accorded Italy the statUs

ofa cobelligerent because of its position.

The surrepder of Italy pe1"-

mitted the employment of its prisoners of war on work directly connected
with military operations.
The Provost Marshall General "rvorked to formulate a plan of operations.

It 1·1as decided that all Fascist prisoners of ;;.rar would be segre-

gated and confined as military prisoners by the Italian Government.
remain~er

The

would be organized as Italian service units to be attached to

and placed under the command of the U. S. Army.

Therefore, the plan

included these features:
lIt was signed by the several pow'ers on July 27, 1939. It vIas ratified by the Senate of the U. S. on January 7, 1932, and signed by the
President on January 16, 1932.
2The provisions of the law are displayed in Chapter two contained
therein the Geneva Conventions of 1929.
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(1)

Italian prisoners vTould be organized into numbered Italian

service companies consisting of five officers and
(2)

177

enlisted men.

Pending release of the Italian Government the units would work

under parole.

(3)

Approximately twenty companies would be activated progressively.

(4)

An Italian service unit headquarters would be established under

ASF' and vTould be commanded by an American officer.

(5)
"lar effort.

Initially, .the units 'ivould be employed to further the United states
Work on military installations received first priority.l

The I.S.U. \,rorkers received $24 a month.

One-third of this "ras in

cash and the other in script to be used in canteens. 2

Food and housing vrere

also given to these men in addition to the regular pay check.

In many places

they iiTorked a 58-hour schedule to suppl'ement American civilian labor.

This

T,fas where an acute shortase had threatened operations essential to the T,far
effort.
In vieif of their co-belligerent staths, the stiema of wearing "pwfI
stamped clothing vas removed.

They

~,lere

issued United states uniforms

with an flltaly" inSignia on the left shoulder.

They ifere alloifed to go

about their ilork \4i thout armed suards, but still remained under supervision.
They vere permitted to make visits to post exchanges, theaters, chapels on
the post, and occasional group recreational trips off military reservations.
The War Department also permitted them to be visited by friends and relatives.
lLe'ilis and Mev-rha, .£E.

£!!.,

p. 93-94.

2Canteens contained gum, candy, beer, Cigarettes, etc.
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Th~

I. S. U. 'i'Tere still prisoners of war.

because of Italy's status and because the men

They I,-rere gtven concessions

h~lped

shorten the lofar. 1

Hhile in the United states, 960 of the 435,788 prisoners of var interned in the United states Camps died.

This is broken (lown as fo1lm-Ts:

Germans, 791; Italians, 131; Japanese, 38.

The above amount represents

approximately one-tenth of one percent deaths per year of internment. 2

This

is ·a remarkable record in comparison to the death rate in other World War II
camps.
In managing over a third of a million enemy soldiers, the United
States it{as successful in striving to promote their ideals tow'ard American
democracy and in obtaining the maximum rett1rn from their labor. 3
The Korean War
The United States' 1;-TaS the largest contributor of armed forces on the
side of the United Nations i-Then the Korean War broke out in 1950.
China and North Korea

~'Tere

Communist

the oppositional forces 'VTith both sides formally

signifying adherence to the Geneva Convention of 1949.
The Communists captured about 7,190 Americans and 229 Turks in

thi~ ~ar,

while the United Nations Forces captured about 120,000 Chinese and North
Koreans.
The average overall ordeal for the U. N. Forces may be divided into
t"1;<TO basic phases:

the earlier period of marked physical deprivation and

lCongressional Record,

1££. £i!.

2U. S. Congressional Record, 80th Cong.; 1st Sess., 1947, XCI, Part I,
3Honorable House Representative Robert Sikes CD-Florida), and Honorable
Samuel Dickstein (D-New York), opposed the U.S. t S pampering prisoners of w'ar.
They accused the War Department of soft treatment, lax administration and lack
of effort to curb the Naziism '<Thicn flourished in the camps. They also criti'cized the way the U. S. failed to re-educate the prisoners. See Congressional
Record, 79th Cong., 1st Sess., 1945, XCI, Part 1, 980 and 79th Cong., 1st
Sess., XCI, Part 3, 3328-3329.
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abuse, mostly at the hands of the North Koreans; and later exposure to
tp,e emotional stress of the Chinese communist indoctrination program.
The men captured by :-the North Koreans ,·/ere held in captivity for
as long as sixteen months ."

They under\.,rent experiences strikingly simi-

lar to those American prisoners of the Japanese during World War II.
These included long,forced "death" marches, exposure to freezing w'eather
\'Ti thout adequate clothing or shelter, submarginal diet, vicious beatings
for minor oralle'ged transgressions and the
of fellml prisoners shot in cold blood.

~"i tnessing,

of the spectacle

All suffered from malnutrition

and dysentery \'li th extensj.ve absence of medical care.
The Chinese Communist Forces, by October, 1951, had taken custody
of all United Nation prisoners of Har.

The Chinese employed many dif-

:f'erent methods of emotionally isolating the indj.vidual.prisoner.

They

removed his leadership by transferring all officers and higher-ranking
noncommissioned officers to separate camps.

They discouraged close per-

sonal bonds by offering material rewards for "informinglt on one another.
They attempted to undermine previous emotional identification by an extensive program of lectures and. discussions.

Family, religion, military

units and country vlere some of these identifications making available new
ideals and potential, gratifications to replace the old.
Largely for their propaganda value program, they extracted "petitions, confessions, -s'elf-criticisms, U and pro~communist artic1e~ and recordings.

They

\{er~

also used in aC9.uiring and maintaining an increasing

emotional and intellectual hold on their captives. 1

~obert J. Lifton,- uRome BY "Ship: Reaction Patterns of American
Prisoners of War Repatriated From'North Korea," American Journal of
PS'ychiatry, 110 (April, 1954), 733 . . 739.
-

Political conditioning '':Tas carried out by lectures and,group disI

cus,sions.

They "..rere at first compulsory but later set up in the form of

"special study groupstl f'o~. the "advanced students."

Throughout their

program intensive pressures \,,rere applied to those '<rho seemed' inttially
most susceptible.

A system of reu'ards and punishments for "cooperation"

or resistance and skillful manipulative methods to control group reactions
'I·ra s employed.

The men exposed

~o

this complex of pressures experienced a formid-

able challenGe to their emotional integration.
an inscrutable ne';'; authority.

TheY'l-Tere confronted 1{ith

It ':las sometimes harsh and threatening

and sometimes overtly friendly being almost kind.

HOvlever, ' it vTas never

fully trusti:Torthy and constantly demanc1tng acts and attitudes contrary to
previously held loyalties and ethical concepts.
learned to "play it cool" 'vrhile in the camps.

Most of the prisoners
This meant being ,incon-

spicuous, cautioTJ,s, hold ing back strong feelings, not' Getting "on the
, 'Vlrong side" of the Chinese, "cooperating" So little <;,rhere necessary.

They

attempted to avoid major collaboration by establish:tng some point beyond
'Ivhich they ";'Tou1<:1 not GO

j.n

their "cooperation" ;:{i th the enemy.

uere some ";'rho '<Jere u.nab1e to successfully set these limits.

There

Their anxiety,

'llhen attemptinG to defy authority, ":lotJ.ld v.sually separate them from
"playing it cool" to '['nore acttve collaboration.
The term "brainC:laohins"

":!as

later applied to these coercive methods

and indoctrination techniques emp10y~d by the Comillunists. l
lEdgar R. Schein, "The Ch~.nese Indoctrination Pro[7am for Prisoners
of War: A Study of Attempted Bra im,ra shing, II Psychiatry, XIX, (May, 1956),
149-172.
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Detailed provisions for repatriation of the prisoners vTas in•

eluded in the Korean War Truce agreement in
given an op:portun:i.ty to

cl~oose

~953.

The prisoners were

to return to their homeland, to remain

vli th the i1" captors or to GO to some other country.

The Neutral Nations

Repatrj. ation Commiss:l.on s'upervised s.essions I·rhich representatives of the
prisoners

O~lln

nation 'i-rere' permitted to ta-ik I'lith him and possibly 1'e1"-

swide him to return home.

After the final accounting vIas made, over

21,000 communist trooP? chose not to return home and 21 American soldiers
remained. 1
Out of the
vived.

7,190

Americans captured in Korea about

4,428

men sur-

It is very interestinG to observe that there "f,Tere 229 prisoners

from the cOlJ.ntr;)' of Turkey.

They \Tere subjeo·ted."'to exactly the same con-

ditj.ons j.n the Chinese camps as the Americans.
returnecl from their camps.

After the

~'lar,

229 Turks

They survived because of the great love for

each other among the Turks, their Moslem attitude, being struclc by a great
d.eal of self-sacrifice and humanity, and tneir hard headed practicality.2
The United states -.:ras deeply concernec1over its
and ordered an investication.

lDi-T

survival rate

The. braim-rashing 1.ras found to have little

lastinG effect u.pon the prisoners.

Authorities, hmvever, brought fOUl"teen

servicemen to trial by cOl}..rt-martial, for their acts of misconduct ,.,hile
in the prison camp.3
lTrimble, loc.

ill.

2william E. M~yer, "Communist IndoctJ;"ination: It's Significance to
America," a tape:"recorded..s-peech given at·Utah.State University, 1960.
3Trimble,

l:£s.. ill·'

The
Nam War
........... Viet
..........-.........-..
............
The United states,: early in 1965 found'itself once again fighting
a 'I-Tar in Southeast AsJ.a, in the country of Viet Nam.
America has no orGanized prison camps.

The South Viet Namese

forces operate all the prison camps ,'~fhich have been open to Red Cross
inspection since December, 1965. 1 ,
Arthur Sylvester, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense, has reported that: "Most of the captives 1,·;ho do not qualify 'for

prison~r

of illar

status enter the Chieu Hoi Program and are usually released in a few
months.

PrisOl'~ers

of 'f"ar, including North Viet Natnese Army regulars, are

detatned in prisoner of 'filar camps. ,,2
During the course of the 'Vlar, America has been turninG over
Viet Cong and North Viet Namese to the South Viet Namese forces.

capt~ed

The

disgraceful featuxe is that they have tortured and killed hundreds of
. these men.

ThrO''i'ling the prisoners, from aircrafts ano. arm·ruing -'chern bas

been their purpose for elicitine desired information. 3
. Concerning the Viet Cong car,lps , it '. ras reported that tyro U. S. Marines escaped from their captors.

Sgt. James S. Dodson and Cpt. Walter W.

Eckes told of their capture and escape near the northern city of Da Nang,
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lKenneth Crarrford, "Prisoners of \'lar, II Nev.Tsveek (August 15, 1966),'
2

'.

'

Letter from Senator Frank Church, (D-Idaho), to Ralph A. Buseo,
W,: shington, D. C., ~uly 19, 1966.

3ttI~structive episode; confusion over the threatened trial of the
American Flyers held by the North V:i.et Namese," Nation' (August 8, 1966),
108.
.
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Viet Nam.'

They told of being held captive a month and a half dlU"ing

which they

~,!ere

~

led barefooted at rope t s enq. throuGh villages and along
Each day' f9r several '.Teeks, the t~I'TO Hal"ines had to listen

jungle paths.

to a half-hour Engl:Lsh language broadcast from the Hanoi radio.
sanda material ';ras sometimes .ziven them to read.

Propa-

Hm.rever, they empha-

sized that in no "Jay iIere they mistreated or forced to dtvulc;e :Lnformation.

In many villages controlled by the

V~tet

Cong, people c;ave them

foocl to eat.
They seized an opportunlty to &::'sarm t.he Viet Cone; suards ,;"hen they
"i1ere careless about their captured American-macle carbines.

Finally, after

four days of eludinc pursuers, they "'.ralkec. into a small South Viet Namese

Hanoi, North V:Let Nan, bas (l.eclinec1
tions by the Rod Cross.
pilots

~·TOulcJ.

i:-1spect:~6ns

of prison condi-

There has heen the threat that captt'-red American

be put on trtal as 'Jar criElinals.

Hanoi makes this justi-

fiable by aosert:tnc; that the fliers are Guilty of unprovoked. attacks

,.,h~t.ch H01).lc1 nullify t.he Geneva Convention rules. 2
HO';1ever, as of late Ho Chi Hinh has aclministered a dtfferent pro-

Gram.
~

He

~1as

placed the pilots in a special PSY

~'Tar

,'reapons system.

The

system is to deter further eocalation of the air attacks on North

Vtet Nam.

It is

~esig11ec1

to keep Haiphong harbor open, protect HaiphonG

city, and preserve the dike and :'l"rigation tnstallations upon \,rhich North

l~ ~ York Tj.mes (Jl~ne 27,
2Kenneth

32.

1966),

,7.

Cra~.rford, tlprisoners of ~.[ar,

tI

Ne~.'Tm'Teek (August 15, 1966),

Viet Nam' s food supply depends.

It ';-.ras a180 designed
to discouraG;e any
,

Unj.ted States thousht of tJ.sinc; nL".clear \·reapons.

In essence, Ho said not

to escalate the vrar any 'more or he ~Tould kill the U. S. pilots. l
Thus, prisoner of \1ar camps have evolved throll_chout history from
primitive to modern times.

They hav'e some,,'rhat advanced simultaneously

along "Ti th civilizations in structure and, treatment.
Prisoners of vrar most alvlays come from one of the most brutal
happenings in history-':'that 'of -';1arfare.

The problem has been that belli-

gerent and detaining powers alike have most generally been \rholly unprepared for the numerous men captured.
The modern trend in prisoner of
type of propagancla proGram.
by all the nations

havhl~j

~:Tar

camps has recently been some

This has been used in some form or another

captives.

It seemed futile to try not to con-

vince the prisoners that the deta:i.nj_n3 pm,rer' 8 "<.ray of ,life \'las the most
, successful.
As previously mentioned, the nations involved have generally achieved
insufficient results.

These conditions have generally been contrary to

the established set of rules dra"V!n up lJy the International Committee of
the Red Cross.
The threat of "rar is al,\{ays present in our never ending advanced
society •

Inevitably" prisoner of Har camps \,rill once again be established.

l"Heno±t s Spec.ial vleapohs Syste-m," Nationa.lRevieu, (Auc;ust 9, 1966),

765.

CHAPTER II
TEE ESTABLISBHENT OF THE GOVE..:-qNME1"T FOR PRISONERS OF

~vA..~

The International Red Cross provides the government for the prisoner
of ',rar.

It is a national and international agency.

It 'Has established

ilith the oric;inal purpose of protectinc: ana. caring for the sick and
i-rounded of 'Jar.

The orGanization extended its activities as it .matured.

This extension includecl. the prevent:ton and alleviation of human sl1.fferin3
in peacettmeas \·rell as in Har.
The Red Cross id.ea ortGinated on a battlefield in northern Italy.
Henri Durant, a you.nc; S~Tiss, came upon the scene on the blood,y' battle
Solferino.

.of

It "':ras a hattIe fouc;ht bet .1een Al.J.stria on one side and France
Y

and Italy on the other.

Durant ":Titnessed approximate.ly l~O ,000 men vTho i;rere

lyinc; dead or dying on the battlefield ,fi thout ao.equate medical care.
These Founded '1ere tral1sferrecl to a nearby to;;·rn of Castiglione.
toun became a temporary hospital.

The i-rhole

Every available building such as

churches, schools and private homes uere filled.
DLITant then proceeded to organize a corp of attendants from the
people of the tm,rn.

Anyone uho could bind i-Tounds, feed and comfort the

inju,red i,ras used.
In 1862 Durant published ~ Souvenir ~ Solferino, in Geneva,
S,·ritzerland.

He described the horror of the plight of the thousands of

T,10unded ,.;ho "rere left lJi thout proper care.

A four year persistent campaign

· l~O
\'Tas carried on throughout Europe to enS1J..Y'e better care of victims of
;;rar.

He empbas ized that some type of organization shoulcl be fortled in

every country in order to gj.ve a io. to the ,:roundec1 in time of i·rar. '

1863 a

In

committee 'iTa s formed to put Durant t s c~ream into reality.

The International Committee of the Red Cross 'Jas organized and set forth
the fundamental principles of the Red Cross.

This ';ras done i"hen thirty-

six dele~ates from sixteen countries met at Geneva on October 26-29,
On Aucust

8, 1864

a

diplomatic conference

;;,1a8

1863.

held in Geneva.

Representatives of bvelve covernments dre':T up the first international
treat:>, concerning prisoners of uar.
provided protection to the

~Tounded,

Thus, the first Geneva convention
medical supplies and personnel caring

for them.

An emblem 'uas adopted. of a reel. cross on a I,rhite field.

symbol

necessary in order that hospitals, amhulances, doctors anc.

~'TaS

nurses cOl'.ld he

reco:::~nizec 0:-1

the battlefield.

also su[,cested that the International

Conm~ittee

This

The convention delecates
protlOte the Cl.evelopment of

the ~ed Cross in all countries, friend or enemy.l
As '\1ars continued throuGhout history, the oric;inal convention Ifas
revised.

Many ne"T conventions uere adopted, to extend Red Cross protection

to victims of ;Tarfare at sea (1907),
civilians in the time of '>Tar

2

to prisoners of ',Tar (1929)3 and to

(1949).4

lURed. Cross," :Encyclopedia Britannica, 1960, Vol.

XIX.

2Jean s. Pictet, ftThe Neil Geneva Conventions for the Protection of
Har Victims, tI American Journal of Interna t ionalLa~T, XXXXV' ( July, 1951),
1~62-463 •

s.,

Statutes

~

4U. s.,

Treaties

~ ~

3U •

3114-3695.

LarGe,

XX~CXVII,

Part 2, 2021-2101.

'International Ar;;reer:.ents, VI, Part 3,
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The 1929 PY'isonel' of War Conventj.on
ttat~_ve

of the Intel"nattQna1

ComlTl~ottee.

'.IlG

"

p1'ove~

• t
1·

s va 1 ue. 1

:t'ull~r

ljeld at Geneva on the ini-

It cover ned the fate of nillioDf3

of pl'isone1'E lJ u:cing the Second \{o1'lcl \-Ia1'.

HOI"ever, tLe convention tJas not

~18.S

It

'iiTaS

f3igned t.ly some 47 states.

implemented but o;,t can be said that

It ensurc("L an averac,e

t~ceatl~lent

of prisoners

1Jh:Lch ~lal3 apparently bettel' than in "VJorld Har 1.2
The Geneva Convent:i.o:n 1929 is a C,eta ilec~

COd.e

of some

97 articles.

Ii. 1'e'.1 "peX't~'.nent prov:i..si-ons of the Geneva CODventions are:

l'hey (mean:Lnc; pl'isoners of ~Tar) ,nust at all times l.!e humanel~y

(a)
treated 3n(l

(b)

protecte(~

particularly aga inst acts of violence , insults and

P:~"isoneI's of;rar bave the riGht to have their person and their

honor respected.
(c)

The po--;;rc:;: cleta inin[~ J}l'tsonerr3 of '....ar is bound. to provide for

their tilaintell<J.nce.

(0)

Pr:i.soners of ~Tar 3hal1 lle lod~1ed in buildinGs or in 'oarracks
~poss il~'le

afford inc all

(e)

'r:1E2

Luarantees of hyciene am;, healthfulness.

food :,:'ation of prisoners of t.Tar 3hall ';)e equal in quan-

ti_t;y 8l1d qyali ty to tbat of troops at base car.lps.

(f)

Canteens shall be installed in all camps ',There prisoners may

obtain, at the local market price, food proclucts and

(f)

The use of tooacco shall 'oe pcrmi tted.

2Fooks,

£E.

cit., p. 123-136.

ordinar~r

objects.
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(h)

So far as possible, belligerents shall encourage intellectual

diversions and sports organized by prisoners 'of llar.
(i)

Belligerents may utilize the labor of able prisoners of war,

according to their rank and aptitude, officers and persons of equivalent
status excepted.

(j)

It is forbidden to use prisoners of ",ar at un-healthful or

dangerous ',fork.
(k)

Labor furnished by prisoners of \la1" shall have no dire.ct re1a-

. tion 'Jith lIar operations.

It is especially prohibited to use prisoners

for nanufactill"'inc and t::,;.'ansportlnc arms or lriunitions of any kind, or for
transporting material intend.ed for cOl:1batant units.
(1)

Punishments other than those provided for the same acts for

soldier's of the nation..al armies may not be imposed upon prisor..ers of vrar
by the military authorities and COUl.,ts of the detaining pm-1er.

(1:1)

In no case may prisoners of ;;·rar be transferred to penitentiary

establishments (prisons, penitentiaries, convict prisons, etc.) there to
underGo disciplinary punishment.
(n)

Prisoners of

I'Tar

shall be subject to the la"-1s, regulations,

and orders enforceu in the armies of the detaining pOl{er.

(0)
~.Tar

Subject to the approval of the camp commander, prisoners of

al"e allmIecL to appoint -'cheil" O'ivn spokesman.

In officer camps the sen-

ior officer i.s the spokesman. 1

lU •. S. Congressional Record, 79th Cong., 1st Sess., 1945, LXXXXI,
Part 10, A1021-AI024 •.

~3
The express purpose of the Geneva ConventiC:)ll delegates is to protect
the individual rit;hts of. pTisoners of '\o[ar _
civilizations today_
protected.

~lar

is the biggest threat to

Manas a human being has a fundamental right to be

The Geneva Conventj.ons of 1929 and the NevT Convention of 1949

have and ';Jill provide the rules of international
tection of victims of armed conflicts.

la~'T

for the express pro-

It is hoped that they ,:·Till remain

as a stanC::.arcl for goveI'nincs prisoners of ';.;ar :;.11 years to come.

CHAPTER III
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PRISONER OF WAR CAMPS IN UTAH AND' IDAHO

The Geneva Conventions have stipulated that prisoners of war must
be :i.nterned m·ray from combat areas.

Tl::le United States, therefore, of-

fered an ideal situation ai/lay from the European and South Pac ific combat areas.

TILls s::.tuat.i.on also helped ease the burden of guarding the

prisoners in

Euro~je.

Base and

b:!.·aGC~1

pI'isoner of "t'lar camps were located

in every state of the \1n10n, as previously mentioned.

The states of

Utah and Ic:a1::o were part of this ideal 6i tuat::,on to intern prisoners.
Utah and Ir:;ano are remote areas
are endowed \·,i th heavy industry.

~Ln

relation to many other states that

These Pl·.~soners ,·fere generally' in-

terned close to army or navy bases· or to d:i.stant farm areas.

This pro-

cedure enabled the War Department to succeed in security measures.
The United States established 141 base camps and 313 branch camps
throughout the states.

Out of this number, Utah and

I~aho

a total number of nine base and. "(;\-Tenty-one branch camps.

represented
The t,.,o related

states represented 15.7% of the ~.)ase and 14.9% of the branch total.
The United States' highest total war prisoners int.erned at any
one t:Lme 'f..ras 425,806.

utah and Idaho, had under their supervision ap-

proximate'ly 11,660 or 3. 6~b of the prisoners. in the base camps.
the exact totals for branch camps is not knovln because of their

However,
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repet:L tious construc'tion along work sites in farm, and industrial
areas .1
The U. S. War Depart~ent set up a uniform system to be followed
for the admin:Lstration regarding prisoners of T..rar in the various states.
Their basic source for the administration came from the Ttlri tten provisions \illthin the Geneva Convention of 1929.

The Utah and Idaho camps

were part of this overall polj.cy to conform to these standards. 2

Labor
These pr:Lsoners afforded the United States an untouched pool of
available manpmver.

A lot of Hork

their general maintenance.

~~ras

conducted on Army posts for

As the Ilar proGressed, the contract labor

prograiu vIas initiated to overcome an acute labor shortage.

This enabled

the base camps to set up branch camps close to farm areas.
Labor of al)le prisoners of \'Tar T:Tas util:zed according to rank and
aptitude (Art. 27).

Emplo;yment 'i·ras proh:Lt:Lted for prtsoners vTho ';-Iere

phys ically unf:L t (Art. 29) or ~f the type of ~.Iork

vT8S

dangerous or

lThe precise total of prisoners varied from day to day due to new
captj.ves sent to the Unj,ted States. Totals also varied due to deaths
by escapes or illness.
Tt~e War Dept. and Y .M.e .A. records did not ah.,rays
contain an accurate total number.
2Most of the jnforuation for this chapter --;·ras derived from the
follov1ng sources: The National Archives of the United States, PMGO:
Idaho and Utah Prisoner of ~{ar Camp Inspection ReEorts and Labor RePorts,
Washington, D. C., Government Printing Office, 19 6; United State$ Department of Defense; (Available on microfilm at Utah State University) and
World Alliance of Young Men's Christian ASSOCiations, War Prisoners Aid
of the Wor'ld t s Cammi ttee of YMCA 's, Geneva, Swi tz'erland, from their library,
1945-46. (Available on photo copies at Utah· State University).
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unhealthy (Art. 32).1

Personal services for memvers of the Army 1vere

also prohibited. 2
It 'vas rather specif:Lcally pcinted out that no prisoner labor could
be used in dangerous work or for the promotion of uar operations.

There

could be no use of prisoners for the manufacture and transportation of
arms or munitions, or for transporting material intended for combatant
units (Ar. 31).3
Pr:i.soner of War Base and Branch Camps ·..,ere located throughout Idaho
. at:

Blackfoot, Franklin, Emmett, Farragut,* Filer, Fort Hall, Idaho Falls,

Marsing, Payette, Pocatello AAB, Preston, Rigby, Rupert,* Shelley, Sugar
City, Thomas, Upper Deer Flat and Wilder.

There were located throughout

Utah at: Bushnell General Hosp:i.tal, Clearfield,* Deseret Chemic'al Warfare
Depot,* Fort Douglas,* DUG:..ray Prov:;_n,:: Ground, Hill F:Leld,* Locan, Orem,
Salina, Tooele,* Tremonton, and Utah ASF Depot.*

{note the locations

on the illustrated maps).4
Camp Rupert ,;{as located in the flat country of south central Idaho,
twelve miles 1'lest of Rupert and six miles north of Burley, Idaho.

The

primary purpose of the camp 'das to help the farmers in the area with the
harvesting of sugar beets.
lArt1cles refer to the Geneva Convention of 1929. Hereafter, all
subsequent article numbers \.fill refer to this convention.
2John Brown Mason, "German Prisoners of TNar in the United States, II.
American Journal of International L8\·[, XXXIX, 1945, p. 210-13.
3Major Maxvell MacKnight (of the Prisoner of War Division Office of
the Provost Marshall General), "The Employment of Prisoners of War in the
United States," International Labour Review, L, No.1 (July, 1944), p. 54.
4* Designates Base Camps.
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Ma!).y farmers -complained dUJ.:'ing this period that the prisoners ,,,ere
not getting adequate food.
later discovered that
tiOD assumed

~'J'hen

"Blacking out" on ';-Jork '.fas reported.

It vas

it "ras not insufficient food, but only the body posi-

hoeinG beets.

It ;-Tas surprisins that most of the com-

plaints had come from farmers of German descent.

Nost farmers "rere pleased

'>rith the quality of I-lark beinG clone in comparison \vith the usual Mexican
nationals.

There ':Ta8 no evidence contained in the report that disciplinary

action '\1a8 tal{en against 8lm-, ,vorkers. 1
A branch camp locatec1 at Pl"eston, Idaho, 'Iras another example of farm

labor.

Seen

belo~1

are tuo German prisoners in a potato field near Camp

Preston.

E'igi 3"

PI,JlS \'lOrking in potato field

Camp Preston, Idaho2
___
• _.__........_*do_'_ _............._.

....._...;,.___

_~~_

______"--"_

~_L

lpunishment of pri.soners of \,rar consisteeL of a maximum of thirty
days in prison, \d,th· a maximum of fourteen days on bread and "rater. In
eight camps that ';Tere v'isi ted, only sixteen prisoners had been punished in
more than three months. No man,hacl been g~ven the maximum penalty.
2picture given by Hans Johann Gruer:hei t, Logan, Utah, May 18, 1966.
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Ruc:c.;erio Purinj an Italian soldier, became a 'prisoner of vrar
early in June,

1943.

Rusgerio, after being captured near Tunisia, Africa,

found himself in Scoutsbluff, Nebraska

IIi

thin a month t s time.

He, like all

Italians, was given special privileges by the signing of the I. S. U. parole agreement.

The prisoners i·rho still favored Mussolini' s Regime 'Jere

still considered regular prisoners of val" and TJere treated accordingly.
IvIr. Furin was ':{orked hard as

a prisoner of 1'rar.
he

i-TaS

In Scoutsbluff,

required to pick sugar beets.

He 'da s required to vrork up to as
lnuch as t\.,relve hours .in one day.
They \Ilere paid the regular eighty
cents a day -,-rage. 1
After 'HarkinG in Neoraska
eight months, Ruggerio was trans-

ferred to the Black Hills Ordinance
Depot, Iglee, South Dakota, for
over a year.

He labored there in

the amnunition dump.

Captain Paul

E. Brovn vrote a letter of recomrnenc1ation to all the Italian

IThe prisoners 'Jere pai_d the regular Pifl pay of oO¢ per cay. The U: S.,
after the ;:rar, paid the Italian sovernment the additional $1.40 back pay
to equal a $2.20 re;;;1..:_1ar "\rage scale. This extra ,money ",ras supposed to be
given to the Italian pr:tsoners, but Itc. Furin said he never received any_

2Picture :received from Rl...1.ggerio Pu.rin, Midvale, U-:-,ah, Fe'(::ruary 7,

1965.

5.1.

Fie. 5. Outs ide anc1, ins 1_ci ,e cover of 8.u.czerto P:uri'rr'~s: ra:enti'ftca~
tion carc1. It- ~Tas issued to hiY:1 by the Provost' Ma'r.shaIL Gerreral"s
Office ,\Thile stationed in the Black Hills Ordinance: Depot:,: rgreeJ,"

South Dakota. 1

.
lIJ.entif~ion ca::."'c~ receiv~d fron: ~t~_c~;,er:ta:; EtU"'in,; MjjJvaTe.,. Utah,:?ebruE.ry 7, 1965. -
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prisoners.

The letter stated that the Ital.ians

';'lhile here in the United States.

easier retu.rn to Amerj_ca after the

It

~·ras

~:rar

~l'ere

excellent \vorkers

des i'c:ned to help the men ga'in an

'(las over.

Early in 1945, Rug~~erio I'las transferred for a' six months stay to
Camp

H~,ll

Field, Utah.

He spent most of the time 'ivorking in S 1 t Lake

City loading machine guns and ammunition.
It 'iV'as here in Salt Lake City, at Fairmont Park l.fhere he met his
future 'vTife seventeen days be;fore his return to Italy.
RUGgerio,

no~."

an American citizen, '(vas asked an evaluation of his

treatment ';"hile he Has a prisoner of \-lar in the United states.
I 'i,las treated tetter by the Anierican Army than by my
min Italian Army. I su.ffered ".1hile in the I'Galiap Arny. There
~,rere various times ::lhen I even had to bee; for food from civilians in order to stay alive.
I remernber returning hone to Italy after the "I{a1" T,TSS over.
It "Jas late::;' that the Girl I r:let =.n Salt Lake City came over to
Italy and our Clarriase follo'"rec1. I loved Italy and I ,(·ranted to
stay there, but ray ~life ':lanted to return to live in the United
States. I remern1jeTed hO'J hu'mane my treatn~ent \-Tas here as a
prisoner of 'iTa 1" • otten,rise, I T,Tould never have returned to
live in this country. I think this treatment is a credit to
the United states, and as many people that are interested
should knm·: a i~out :1. t.l

lIntervie~" "lith Ruggerio Furin, Midvale, U-c.ah, February 7, 1965.
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Tlds picture is of a prisoner vrho performed the task of cook:Lng.
ShmV'n 1.n the background 'is the mess hall set up in a tent at that Preston
prfS"Ol1 camp,.

Pvl cook at Camp

,-

Pres·ton:'~

Giuseppe "Joe" Battisti i'fas an Italian prisoner of- 1;rlfr- f:rOfil

to tTanuary ~4, 19~-5.

15142

He ~.{as first :Ln·~erned at- Amg.r-ill.o, T"€!~~:lS,- am.· wa's

then s:ent to Camp Ogden ASF Depot, Uta h •2

P.~'esently Ern Ame:c-i<!a~ll c~i ti-zen,

he resides in Ogden, Utah and is employed by the 0., U. If."

am

D.., Si.gtl

Painting Go.
Iaruenhei t, lac. cit •.
2rntervievl "11th Giuseppe Battisti, Ogde'n, Utah, . Novem~~

7,- 1..96".

He: \{as first captur:ed at Casablanca, Morocco, by the English.
cla:i.ms~

Joe

that :\'lhile in ALler :.Lcan custody he -was treated like an animal.

Tr-Yere- ·were- many ill feelings tm.rard the American lieutenant in charge.
The American officer forced him to partic.;.pate in any kind of iilork \{hich
he. desired.
After joining the Italian Service Unit
(I.S.U.), the treatment tm{ard labor became
fair.

Each prisoner Has assigned to his O'\fn

particular job.

He 'das designated to w'ork as

a depot messenger for eight hours a day, five
days a ,{eek, for

t~.,renty-five

script dollars a

month. l
Another typical ljob performed by an
I. S. U. member '.-ras bej.ng a car drlver.

Sgt.

Dan. J. Mel stated that prisoner August Innocente
~. ras

his "right hand man" during his stay in

America.

Dan said he lj.ked and respected this

Italian man very much. 2
:T~·G.

7.

GiUS8p?C

3b.ttLstij

lScript is similar to coupons -·eing redeemable to the prisoners at
The script could also be saved
redeemed into money at the end of ~_nternship.

the:: canteen for cigarettes, candy, etc.
al1d~

2Letter received from Dan J. Mel, Westchester, Illinois,
Oct ~ 21',. 1965.
3Picture given by Giuseppe Bat~isti, Oe:;den, Utah, November

7, 1965.

Hans Johann Gruenhei t '\-las a very
interesting prisoner of war.

He

per~

formed a different type of·' labor i-lhile
in the U. S.camps.

Hans was a drafted

German soldier under the Hitler regime.

27, 1944,

He was shot Nov.

in Hungary

while fighting Russian soldiers.
Shortly after he IITas confined. into
·the hospital at Berchtchgarclen, Ger-

~~~~

9, 1944 to March 17, 1945;

many from Dec.

After that time he i·fas released to go
hofue on a pass at Gellsenkirchen.
American forces i.nvaded the
Hans "ras there.

The

to~v"n

authori_~c:Les

The
-diLLle
di.s-

covered tha t he 1,va s a member of the
Thirc"l Re:i.ch A:rmy.

He

;;r3.8

naturally

Fig. 8. August Innocente 1

classifiec. as a prisoner of ':rar.
About 1,000 additlonal soldiers Here captured along with Hans.

They

were all transported through France and Spain in open railroad cars.
French soldiers afforded the German captives very rouGh treatment and
. civilians

thre~'T

rocks and debris ::'nto the cars.

After be:Lng transported

on U. S.Liberty Ships, the prtsoners. found themselves in Neil[ York on
May 5, 1945.
Arizona.

Another ,three days and two meals a qay found them in Phoeni.x,

'l'here

~,..,ete

office girls at thi s camp

~{ho

asked them information

lPicture received from Dan J .. Mei, Westchester, Illinois,
October 21, 1965.

concerning the \{hereabouts of thejx families.

Then tee Red Cross paid

for a' telegram to 1e sent home to Hans I s parents.

He ",;1as allowed to tell

them where he ;,las and that he ',ras all right.
Hans vlent from Phoenix,
Arizona to the large base camp
at Rupert, Idaho.

He 1,fa s

then

transferred to the branch camp
at Preston, Idaho, to be in
charge of supplies issued
from the camp.

The guards

;lould leave early in the morning to take the prisoners t6
work in the beet or potato
f:~elds.

Hans" jok:i.nGly" said

. tha t he ',Tould issue the U. S.
personnel guns with

~hich

to

Guard h "i.s m1n fellm'l prisoners.
He was always dressed in a
clean uniform after having
FiC. 9. Hans
Grl1cnheit l

f..Tohar~D

access to the clothing supply.

The German prisoner of ;lar said of his stay in Preston, flIt was the
most carefree time in all my lj.fe. "2
lPicture given by Hans Johann Gruenheit, Logan, Utah, May 14, 1966.
2Intervie\N Y,vi th Hans Johann Gruenhei t, Logan, Utah, May 14, 1966.
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Camp tent fac i.li ties \·lere torn dovln in December 12-17, 1946, and
Hans 'went to Ogdenl and then to S:'ockton, California for t'i{O months before he left the United States. 2

Education
The War Department
the·prisoners.
effective.
pr~soners

s~t

up a large scale re-education program for

However, the program was late in getting started to be

The International Y.M.C.A. acted as a central agency to help
receive textbooks.

Prisoners ,tlere al10v1ed to set up these educational programs of
various types under the Gupervi. si. on of the camp authorities.

They

~,lere

a11o'tTed to subscribe to neitTSpapers and per5.odica1s of itTide c:Lrculation
published 1'li thin continental Untted States =tn the English, German, and
Italian languages.

The pr:Lntine;s

~:lere

checked by censors to prevent

enemy propaganda.
Sture Persson, Y .M.C .A. camp i.nspector, reported that at Camp
Clearfield Naval Depot, Utah, the educational program -was conducted
entirely by the Germans themselves.

Lectures and discussions were held,

lWnile at Preston, Hans met Chr . ~s Hansen, \fui tney, Idaho, who delivered gas to the prison camp. Mr. Hansen told Hans that 1{henever he
wanted to return to the U. S. after the ...181" l,{as over, he i..rould be glad
to sponsor his i..ray back. In 1953, Chris helped sponsor Johann and his
German family to come to America. Mr. Gruenhei t is nm" an American
citizen.
2He 1vent, from Stockton,. Callf., down the Pacific Ocean, through
the Panama Canal to Great Britain. The English kept 175,000 men prisoner
there from Feb., 1946 to May, 1948, for the re-building of England.
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five nights a t,{eek--tw'o hours a
1

night,

concern~Lng

economic and po-

litical aspects of other countries. l
Karl Gustof Almquist, Y.M.C.A.

camp inspector, met the camp spokesman upon his visit to the camp and
'iIrote the following in his report:
The Spokesman told me
that there ~"as a great lflany
younG men amonc the prisoners
of \{ar and he very strongly
felt the responsibil~ty of
g=.vinE:; them the opportunity
for education so that some
da~T they could carryon their
vTork in the Germany of the
future. The problem was to
Fig-. 10. sture Persson
hold the :Lnterest of the yovng
Y.H.C.A. Camp Inspector 2
prisoners of ,'rar and find out
what they really could do in
that direction. As all youth,
they preferred to spend tJ:l.e:i,r leisure t:Lme in playing football or
doing noth.Ln§;. Cel"'tainly sport '~vas a good thing, Gut ,;{hen it took
the j_nterest a1Jay fron) more usefu.l tL ih[;s it ;;-1as not. This,
briefly, T"las the proclem as told me by t:be men of the camp. Of
course they also had older men ,~n the camp. Hm·rever, on the whole
the problem was to keep amonr:; the prisoners of I,rar a 10v:Lng spirit
and jntel~est in spir:i.tual things.
ConcerninG the teaching of American history, he frankly gave
as his op:Ln'.lon, that ::.t 'Jas necessary to give also the German and
European background of history. It'Jas i_rnpossible to understand
American history _Lf they :1ad no ~;_dea of their Q'i{n history. During
the Nazi reg:Lme they had been tau{;lJ.t only one side of their m-ln
history and been deluged 'I·li tn propaganda. Could they but discover the right I?icture of their 0\'1n history, it Ilould mean everything to ·~hem. Therefore, the spokesman asl~ed for books on. German
history ';'rri tten by T,-!ell-l~nm,rn German :" :istorians before 1932. The

1persson report, March 21,

1946.

See Appendix B.

2Picture received from Sture Persson, Gammelgarden, Farlov, Sweden,

July 16, 1966.
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teachers of German history no;·[ 'Jere teaching ':That they remembered and learned by hea:rt. rrhe most l1ecessa~y !]ooks ·,.[ere books
on their O~'Tn history, author:Lzecl !JY the Office of the Provost
Marshall General. l
Fort Dou.glas,

Utal-~

camp \las offered a proposal by J. L.

K~nl':;31e;y

to

prov.Lcle for an intellectual d5.v.LsioIl proc:;ram to 1,)e employed 'dithin the
cal:lp.
tem~t

It \-Tas the first inclicat5.on :Ln tl1e

camp'~'eports

express inc; an at-

to propaGandize the prj.soners of '.Tar to the Unj.tecJ. States demo-

era t~.c system.
It
and

proposed tLat. the canteen

-:'l8.S

pel~iodicals

3va~.lable

pr:~soners.

A

Perl:>.31Js the most pmTel'ful mecJ.5.um of

to them ',.res tl-;.r.:; nse of r:10t:·.on p::.ctures.

necessary to have a stead;y
the camps.

stocked -Ji·\:.b better magazines

so that the "right kind" of readinG material could be Pl'.t

into the J.1anC:.s of the
propaGanda

~~e

p:risone:.~,

flo~:.r

it ··ras

It

\I3S

of Amer::. can filr:lS circl'.lat:!.nc throu·zhou.t
rc:;colilUen(~ec.,

sl-:ou.ld l)c selected

aE3

a D5.rec-

tor of Stuc1~.es to orean:: ze ancJ. promote educational an(; . recreatlOl'lal acti vi t:!.es.

The pert inen-c

pl'o~:'lem

the elementary school level.
\.,as

be~Ln!.:;

involveD

pI".~ 20ners

':'iho bad not gone beyond

Therefore, the ',: ulk of the subject matter

taught ir.: the areas of Amerj.can :1::'story, Geosraphy, lan81...1.8.[;eS

and mathe:nat:i..cs.

T;:'le proble:i1 current to the f.1ost camps vas a shortage of

adequate text1Jooks and books in the German laneuage.
Camp Hill Field, UtaL 'lIaS located five miles on the south end of
Ogden, Utah and east of Sunset and. Clearf:i.eld.

Tbe prison camp 'I",as re-

ferred to as OATSC or the Ogden A-:r Technical Service Counsel.

IpMGO Camp Clearfield Inspection Report, Karl Gustof Almquist,
July

6, 1945.
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Ital').an Camp Spokesman, Leone Ghirudato and Maresclallo BergongoL't.·
,.,ere also D:Lrectors of Studies for the prisoners I,Ti thin the camp.

They

expressed antagonistic feelings toward Italian officers, but also possessed a hatred for any American propaganda as antaGon-"Lstic
Attendance at educati.on classes I·ras optional.

tO~·l8.rds

them.

The Amer:Lcan history

and English ,{ere the most popular classes as evidenced in Camp Rupert
':,rhere a larGe number attended.

Other classes :'Ln different subjects (crafts,

arts, painting) \{ere held durin;: their spare time. l
The spokesman at Bushnell General Hosp:i.tal stated
I,taS

:in need of more books.

preferred fiction and

~chat

the library

The .interest ",;1a8 reported as Great tut they

~Jooks

of travel.

They especially liked illustrated

ones which could help them to get a more concrete understanding of the
life desc:' :·.-;~ec1.
Except for :: ndivi(~; lJ8.1 st1)dies, tbe:ce
cation or teaching.

This

j.G

~,iaS

no

~poss~Lb:Lli ty

an tuderstandable si tu.ation in a hosp:L tal

where the men ,t-Tere ")You;:-;ht only for medical. t:ceatment.

This

problem in most 'oranch camps that the men had little in

9.

ation or education.
camps and by their

This is somEHhat
temporar~l

for edu-

expla_~nable

~",ras

also a

",vay of recre-

by the great number of

character.

lJv1!.... and Mrs. Lynn O. P~~_tcher, 2729 Harrison, Ogden, Utah have in
their possession some fine art paintings by former German and It.alian
prisoners of Hal" from Camp OeGen ASF. The pr:i.sone::cs presented them as
a gift for appreciation while they were here as prisoners. The Pitcher's
used to ~dork 'i'li.th stage plays T'lh:j. ch prov:;.ded prisoners enjoyable enter- .
tainment.
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Health and Medical Care
I

The United states ;,las obl:Lgated to take all sanitary measures
necessary to assure the :cleanliness and heal tl1fulness of the camps.1
The detaining Pmrer "ras

I'equ:~red

med.ical and hasp:':.. tal treatment. 2

to furnish free all necessary

Thel"efore, the prisoners "(-rere snpposed

to receive the same medical and 8urC';ical treatment accorded. to American
Army personnel.
Bushnell General

Hosp~ tal

':las des .:. gnated

i~ly

the War Department to

prav5. de for the care an6 treatment of "",rar patients.
It

>TaS

located on a ,S~·O-acre b::act of land ,just south of the city

limits of Bl.'ic;ham C:I.ty, Utah.

Tbis ··:as formerly a branch camp of Hill

Field, hous:Lng It,alians, 1.::ut had l:.een

chan~~ed

:Lnto a base

Cat~1p ';1:l th

Germans.
Colonel ijarda,ray, an elderly 11)ec1.: cal eloctor, bad the supervision of
the i·Thole hospital.

He reported to Karl Gustaf Almquist that the hospital

',vas intended pr:mar:i. ly for Amer _~ can solo.J_e1'.8 and they had only a few
~trounded

German prisoners of ,.rar.

Tllere 1Jere about forty beds for them

,;·,hich Ttlas very little:_n comparison i'T~~h the approximately 4,000 beds
for American soldiers. 3
Johann Gruenhei t received left hip and shoulder "\lounds incurred in
an accident while he was drivinc a truck that overturned near American
Falls, I,j_aho, September

IGeneva Convention
2 Ibid , Art.

4, 1945.

He received care and treatment at the

1929, Art. 13.

14.·

3Y.M.C.A. report of Karl Gustaf Almquist, July

13, 1945.
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State Hospital, P\.[ Camp Rupert, Idaho.

It \V"as reported lly the hospital .

tha t he was not seriously "llounded and ';.ras discharged on September 12, 1945,
to return to Camp Preston, Idaho. l
Camp Facilities
In general, the Geneva Convention of 1929 prescribed that prisoners
of \·rar should be lodged in buildings or barracks affording certa:Ln
guarantees of hygiene and healthfulness.

The

reta~i.ners

for the United States troops at base camps (Art. 10).

'Jere the same as
The location of

. these camps i{ere generally near ex1.stinc; military installations (Utah
General Depot, Camp Douc;las).

Use '/ras also made of Federal Government

camps formerly belonginG to the Civili.an Conservative Corps, the National
Youth Administration, the Farm Secu.:c:i.ty Adm:i.n:tstration and other govel'nmental agencies, 5.l1cluding sta-'c,e and local fairground buildings, armories,
schools and auditoriums.

In some .:nstances

pr~.vately

m·rned facilities

,.,,rere converted t.o house prisoners of ".:ar 2
Prisoners of TrTar camps

\lel~e a~l

follol-led a standard layout plan.

ent:Lcel;y nell

esta;~)lisLment

Hhich

It has 1)een described as follovs:

The basic feature of the plan is the compound. A camp
consj_sts of one or r.lOre compounds surrounded by t"i{O ';1ire
fences. Cmnpounds are separated from each other 'oy a single
fence. Each compound houses four companies of prisoners or
approximately 1,000 prj.soners. The housing and messing
fae ili ties are equivalent to those furnj.shed to United States
troops at base camps, as requ.ired by the Geneva Convention.
These facilities consist of five barracks, a latrine containing shovrers and laundry tu1::.s ~-Ti th unlirai ted hot and cold

lHo~pital report received from Hans Johann GruenLleit, Logan, Utah,

May

14, 1966.
2Mason

,

02. cit., p.

2\.1').

running ',vater, a mess hall and an ac1ministra't1i.ve building for
each company. In addi t:;on, each COl:lpound 5_s provided i·ritt
a recreation buildinG, an .~ nfirmary, a \·rorksllop, a can"ceen
·bu:Lld1.ng and an administration l)l~llding. The compound area
is sufficient to provide outdoor recreation space. Each camp
also has a chapel, a station hospital and a large outdoor
recreation area for the rise of all prisoners at the camp.l
The food ration of prisoners

of~lar

had to

~Je

eqFal in quantity and

quality to that of the troops of the detaining paver at base camps.
Therefore, the same rules appL:.ed to prisoners receiving ratj_ons equal
to those of Amer:Lcan trpops.
Hm-rever, Inspector P.
Clearf~_eld,

ment.

Scbr.~"-del'·

de Iilartensee, upon visiting Camp

J:'eported that there had leen

rec1uct:~ons

in the food supple-

He said:

The fooJ was very satisfactory,
:I.n quality and quantity, up to about
May, 1911-5, ·'.-Then regulations Here :~ssued

to all .r:~he Camp COL1manders to cut ti:1e
rat]_ons. Th::.s has been found. constar}tly
O(:r;}ect~i.ona:.Jle, 1.:,ecause the amount of
food allm-led to the Prisoners of ~var
cot",.ld not mak-:: \..l.p for the amount of
encr:::;;y lost C'ue to the :l ncreased ··rork
!_~equ::_red.
SOL1C improver.1ent shou16. ie
made 01" the 'i"lork -;1:1.11 suffer. 2
The

~lefeat

of Germany and the fact that

decreased food ra-t.ions coincided ,;·rith the Armis-

FiG. 11.

Inspector P.
Schnyder d.e l'Tartensee 3

tlce, led many prisoners of

~;rar

to ;')elieve that

measures of reprisal ;;-rere taken against them.

l~1acKnight,

Ope

cit., p. 50.

2PMGO , Camp Clearfield Report, P. Schnyderde Wartensee,
1,:Iarch 14, 1946.
3picture received from Paul Schnyder de ~vartensee, Musegg 30,
Lucerne, S,litzerland, Auc;ust 11, i~66.
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This led them to believe that the United States did not recoGnize the
Geneva Convention of July, 1929. 1
The United States provided clothing, linen and foot,·rear to ue
furnished at a

necessa~y

minimum.

Prisoners received special work

clothes \·rherever the nature of the ~..,ork required it.

The prisoners vlere

issued renovated army clotb5.ng -r..rhen the5.r uniforms -ilore out or chanses
in c:limate required :t t.

All of thei.r clothing except German uniforms

;.ras marked "PW" in big black or ',fhi te letters j

(Art. 11 and. 12).

Camp Ogden ASF Depot, Utah follm·red the typical Army plan.

The

pbys ical plant conta 1ned tr,·ro separate stockades, 20' x 100 t barracks 10cated 1,000 feet apart.

It i,ras capable of housing 1,000

FiC. 12.

pri~oners

each.

Prisoner of War Barracks

Camp Ogc1en .ASP Depot, Utah 2

IGuy Metra~~, International Committee of the Red Cross, A Report on
the Activ:ttles of the Prisoner of \{ar Division, United States of America,
July 1943 to May 1946, p. 4. Received ~_n a .letter from P. Schnyder de
\-lartensee, Musegg 30, Lucerne, S~"itzerland, August 11, 1966.

1965.

2Picture received from Dan J. Mei, Westchester, Illinois, October 21,

Camp' Tooele, Utah, ,.,as located three miles ,from Tooele, Utah, at a
site called Warner, Utah.
1,000 prisoners.

The camp had only one stockade for

housin~

It vas'situated on a level terrain in the north extreme

of the Tooele Ordinance Depot reservation.

The prisoners slept fifty each

in individual heated oil stove barracks on canvas cots.
house at each four corners of the stockade.

There was a guard

It also retained a double

graduated hogwire fence \·ri th a barbed T,vire overhand surrounding the entire stockade.
The camp at Preston Ivas typical of most all branch camps.

Camps

\Vere hurriedly constructed near farm areas so the use of tents became
the main housing devise.

A guard house and a hog-vrire fence Ivas built

around the tent camp.

Fie;. 13.

Prisoner Branch Camp Preston, Idaho l

IPicture given by Hans Johann Gruenheit, Logan, Utah, May

14, 1966.
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Fig. 14.

A closer look at the barbed~fire fence
surrounc1.inc; Camp Preston l
Recreation

In most all the camps, the prisoners had their organized sports.
Soccer -was the favorite exerc ise for the Germans and boccie '.,.,as the mostplayed Italian sport.

Equipment was provided by the United States and

Y.M.C.A. for the indoor and outdoor sports, handicraft tools, motion
pictures, fine arts (painting), musj_cal instruments and theatrical
equipment.
Camp Deseret, Utah, was one of the smallest base camps.
formerly a branch camp of the Tooele German prison station.

It was
The inspectors

reported that aside from the usual education classes the camp highlight
was a concert every Sunday performed by its nine-piece orchestra.
lPicture given by Hans Johann Gruenheit, Logan, Utah, May 14, 1966.
The man in the picture is unidentified.
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Camp. Ogden ASF· Depot "las especially proud of its 3D-piece orchestra.

A concert was given at least once a T.{eek at the depot or in

an adjoining area such

as

Salt Lake City, Brigham City, etc., to in-

terested parties.

Fies. 15.

Camp OGden PEF ItaliGYl Service Unit Brass Banal

Prisoner of \tlar Joe Battisti played on the Utah Depot ISU league
team that T,las acclatmed champ:i.ons in the "District Soccer League. n
~

'Picture Given by Ml'. and J.l.1rs. Lynn 0 ~ Pitcher, 2729 Harrison,
Ogden, Utah, July 25, .1965.

The
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league consisted cf tealils from the OGden Arsenal and Sc.lt Lake City.

It

~'18S

the second consecutive year that the ISU Depot Soccer team hael

~'Ton the leaGue championship.l
Religion
Religious services ,{ere held '\.rith5.n the individual car,lps.
prisoners enjoyed complete liberty in the exercise of their
(Art. 16).

OvTn

The
faiths.

Services ;,\'e1'e ministered to by captured chaplains, ministers

and priests but mostly by Amel'ican civilian m:Lnisters.
Camp H::ll Field t s services T1lere conducted by Catholic Priest
Mousic;nor G:i.ovanoni from St. Maryts of TiJasatch.

The camp

one hundred

~:Tas

percent Catholic in relic;5.on ;lhich \'rar3 u.nusual in comparison

w:~ th

other

pr:ison camps.
Camp Ocden ASF Depot provicIed T,leekly
ices.

Cathol:~c

and Protestant serv-

Father Girou£, of St. Josepl'l' s Church, Ogden, Utah,

of the Catholic services.

~ras

in charge

The Evanc;elical serv:i.ces Ivere performed by

Pastor Clemens Harms, Bricham City, Utah. 2
Karl Gustaf AllYlQU-lst spent several
on Ju.ly 10,

1945,

110lITS

talking ,,{i th Pastor Harms

and said this about their talk:

Pastor Harms belongs to the Iv1issouri Synod and is himself a secono_ generation American of German ancestry. I got
a very good5,mpress ion of his serious and industrious Hark in
this and other camps (Prisoner of War Camps Clearfield and
Bushnell General Hospital, Utah). As he has a rather small
lVictory Neus, Sept. 15,1945, p~ 3 (Published Semi-Monthly in the
interest of the Personnel of the Utah Army Service Forces Depot).
2pastor Harms is 'presently a Lutheran Minister, Missouri Synod,
South Dakota.

congregation at Brigham, he \faS glad to
have the opportunity of being useful in
this special kind of work. After the
service he \{as accustomed to spending
some time talking ,,,i th the pris.oners of
TN'ar and they, on their side, seemeo.
eager to grasp the opportunity to talk
over their religious problems. Pastor
Harms had served the Lord's supper to
the prisoners of T,lar. His quiet and
fine character and his good manner of
expressing his Chrj_stiani ty and human
feelings were guarantees of nobillty
of spirit and trustfulness sincerely
valued by the prisoners of war. l
Pastor Clemens Harms (,-rho speaks German)
stated that he could not remember exactly when
he began conducting services for the German
prisoners of Har.

His first recollection was a

Cbristmas service held in the prisoner· of \,1ar
Fig. 16.

T,vard at the Bushnell Hospital in Brigham City

Pastor
Clemens E. Harms
19452

during 1944.

His \'lork gradually expande.d so that

at one time he served the camp at the ASF'Depot

in Ogcen, the Naval Supply Depot in Clearfield, the compound and Bushnell
Hospital, Brigham City, the pr:Lsoner of

~far

branch camps at Tremonton and

Logan, Utah, and for a fe~T Sundays, even in Preston, Idaho~3
lY.M.C.A.,

Ope

ci!., July

10, 1945

2Picture from Clemens E. Harms, Pastor, July 26, 1966,
South Dakota.

SiOl'C'{

Falls,

3Letter to the author from Clemens E. Harms, Pastor, July 26, 1966.,
SioW( Falls, South Dakota.

7.0

Fig. 17. Naval Supply Depot, Clearfield
Evangelical Congrecation, July, 19451
Pastor Hai..:ms remarked of his experience \,r:Lth the prisoners of ;,rar:
Throughout my ~'Tork ~,rith :',he German prisoners,. I ',-ras most
cordially rece~.veci I);), the American staff in charge. We cond.ucted
our services as T,le sm·j f~.t 'iri_thout any interference Ttrhatsoever •.
The camp personnel also ';-7a3 very cooperative in arranging times
for vrorship so that all the camps could be served. The prisoners
who attended the services were very appreciative. They were happy
that they could receive spiritual ministration. I have very fond
memories of the \·rork done among the German prisoners of 'i<lar. 2
On the follm·ring page is a picture of the
ASF Depot, Ogden.

Services

~:Tere

chapel for the prisoners of

';,'1a1'.

:~nterior

of the chapel at

conducted at least once a Heek Tllithin the

3

lPicture from Clemens E .. Harms, Pastor, July 26, 1966, Sioux Falls,
South Dako.ta.
2Letter from Clemens E. Harms, lac. cit.

3Der Lutheraner, early in 1946, p. 21.
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod.) .

(Official organ of the
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Fig.

18.

l
Chapel Utah ABF Depot, Ogden ,

Morale ana. Conduct
The detaining POI·rer held all prisoners subject to their Im-Ts, regulations and orders.

All the rules and regulations affecting their conduct

and activities 'f"rere posted in the prisoners I language.

The Geneva Con-

vention stated that prisoners ,;"ere not to be exposed to any cruel or iI'lhumane treatment other than for mis-conduct.

(Art.

45).

Camp Fort Douglas, Utah possessed a particular low morale of the
guard personnel I,rhi.ch led to a recommendation that one hour should be a
devotional indoctrinating personnel in proper conduct.

It 1.vas espec ially

to be kept in mind tl:).at every officer ,'and enlisted man at a prisoner of
lPicture from Clemens E. Harms, Pastor, July
South Dakota.

26, 1966, Sioux Falls,

war camp ,.zas an advertisement for democracy.

His own particular duties

and his attitude toward the prisoners could have a very decisive effect
positively orr negatively •.'

Increased activi1;.ies .impu:-oved the morale of the prisoners which·
helped to decrease the security problems.

The progres.s. of the "Tar could

have been an effect to the mora:).e of

the prisoners.

It T...ras proposed that

if the proper ground "'-lark

IoTa snow

obtained, the future ",ould not receive any repressions. l
~tlar,

Prisoner of

Gene Micon:i.,

"ras closely connected '-lith morale
and conduct.

He 1.,as born in Rome, .

Italy, in 1919.

Gene "las first

captured at Tobruck, Africa, by the
English, and remained prisoner. for
five years from 1941-1946.

He I·ras

interned in Suez, Egypt and South

Africa before being transferred to
Fig.

1944.

19. Gene Miconi2

the United States,

IpMGO, Camp Fort Douglas Reports, J. L. Kingsley, December 19-23,.,

2Picture given by Gene Miconi, Ogden,. Utah, Novemher 7, 1965. Ge;ne
is seen pictured here 'with hisvrife • Gene , Joe ~attisti and Marlo Alf,onsi
all met the"ir wives while in Ca.mp Ogden ASF -' They were allowed toa.sscciate,fith the girls aft-er signing the ISU pledge. The American girl:s vlent
to Italy, after the war was over, to marry the.se former prisoner:s and
then Here allowed to return to the United States 'iviththem.
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He HaS an interpret.er for the Ogden ASF Camp because of his Hork!

able knovlledge of English.

Mr. Miconi expres.sed that many army personnel

were unsympathetic towards .. them.

The guards' morale vTould have been far

better if they ,,[ould have been given an opportunity to fight abroad and
capture prisoners rather than stay at home and do the tedious "Tork of
guarding them.
Gene I S morale was affected
aware of the value of freedom.

~,"'hile

a prisoner because he became

He said that he always waited for the day

. when he I'Tould once again have his freedom. 1
Inspector Karl Gustaf Almquist visited the Ogden Camp on July 10,

1945,

ano. "in-ate an accotUlt of an unfortunate inc ident w'hicb occurred at

the Ogden Camp.
On the day before I vis~~ ted this camp there tad occurred
the accident of a guard at a side camp of Camp Ogden, shooting
,.,i th a machine-gun and killing eight sleeping prisoners of ,{ar.
It ,{as not a favorable time for my visit. In spi t~ of this
lamentable accident, hOlfever, I \'-Tas a11m-Ted to make the visitation according to schedule. The assistant Executive Officer,
Lt. Stover, in whose cOr.J.pany I vTalked around the camp " very much
regretted that such a thing could happen, especially in a country
which, as the United States, ,{anted to live up to the Geneva Convention and considered it an honor to observe its rules literally.
He assuxed me t~at all that could be done to investigate the dead
should be done.
Inspector Almquist reported the incident as an accident but there
is alw'ays the possibility that it ,.,as brutality.
quite an accident for a guard to kill "out

rig~t"

It would have to be
eight men \-[hile they

were sleeping.
lInterview with Gene Miconi, Ogden, Utah, November

7, 1965.

2pMGo, Camp Ogden ASF reports, Karl Gustaf Almquist, July 10,

1945.
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HOT~lever,

.

.

Camp Douglas i1as a little differeJ;1t than Camp 'Oeden ASF.

Camp Douglas ,\.,as actually a se[7egation camp .for non-cooperative prisoners evidencing subversiv.e activities.
Major Paul A. New·land reported:
This camp is by its very nature composed to harbor only
subversive elements. As such, its main intelligence problem
should be to discover those prisoners of ,,,ar vTho are not to
be classified as subversive and get them to volunteer for
unrestricted labor so that they can be transferred to ",orking
camps for non-commissioned officers. It ~"as stressed that
great care should be taken never to allm., any subversive leader
to be transferred to a ,.,orking camp merely because he desires'
to volunteer for unrestricted labor, but that only those \"ho
are approved as nonsubversive by camp authorities should be
allowed to volunteer for such labor. l
A feeling among the prisoners developed in this subversive camp
that all in life had failed for them.

Whatever happens to Germany in the

war seemed a divine judgment to them.

The pastors asked the prisoners to

keep in mind the "(·lord of God from Isaiah, stating, IIGod have mercy upon
us, forgive us our sin8.,,2
At Camp Tooele, Utah, the general morale of the camp '\Vas fairly
good.
a

But even there one i.ncident occurred involving a guard that fired

gun at a prisoner for refusing to obey orders of no smoking while in

the process of ,\Jorking.

Tooele "ras typical of many other camps.

A

prisoner escaped and returned on his moTn accord by cutting holes through
a lower portion of the double fence ano. then vTalking a};proximately 500

feet before returning. 3 Perhaps these' escapes can be attributed .to the
lPMOO, Camp.Douglas reports, Major Pa~l A.'Newland, Feb. 17, 1945.
2
.
~., Feb. 17, 1945.

3PMGO , Camp Tooele reports, D. L. Schwieger, January 24, 1944.
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barbed-wire psychosis which drives a man away fr9m a camp, perhaps for
only a

twenty~four

hour period.

Sture Persson noted yhile visiting Camp Rupert that some of the
leaders in the camp held onto old ideas and ideals very much.
ing powers in Germany were given

muc~'blame

for the war.

The occupy-

The only guilt

they seemed to feel was that Germany had lost the war and not won it.
His'onlyanswer to them was that hatred and discouragement should not
gain a foothold in their minds.

It should be proved by now that hatred

, never builds up anything better. l
Camp Farragut had'distinct conduct and morale.

It was part 'of the

prisoners "rehabilitation" program or retraining program to sign parole
agreements.
Cited here is an example of the agreement:
I hereimTi th promise, on the honor of a German ~oldier,
that during the tenure of this parole, I '·Till not escape and
will not undertake anything which could make easy as escape
for myself or another prisoner, 'or encourage the same.
'
Especially do I pledge myself:
'
(1) to accomplish the task assigned to the best of my
ability, (2) to return promptly to camp from aSSigned wQrk,
(3) to do nothing that could in any form ,·lhatsoever be injurious
to the interest of the Detaining State.
I understand that I may 'vi thdra,of this promise by personally
submitting a written notice to that effect to my Company Commander. 2
Colonel Frank E. Meek, prison camp commandant, impressed upon the
navy personnel that ,a prisoner was a soldier and not a criminal.

He had

not participated in anything dishonorable and was entitled to this respec.t.
He was not to be subj!8cted to insult apd . ..,as not to be abused or sworn at.
'lPMGO, Camp Rupert, Sture Persson reports, March, 1946.

2pMGO , Camp Farragut, Hilyer'F. Gearing reports, February

8, 1945.
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It was the du.ty of tl)e security guard to protect him from indignity •. 3
A former Italian 1.,~r prisoner, who presently calls America home,
is Mario Alfredo Alfonsi.

America:.

He

~Nas

very receptive abou.t his stay in

General morale of America and its conduct made a definite im-

pression upon him.,

Mario was taken prisoner 't{hile aboard the Italian

submarine Glanco in November, 1940'.

It was torpedoed by the British al-

most two hundred miles from Gibraltar.
through: January 14"
prisoner of '. rar.

From that time on from

1943

1946, he was a

He was sent along

with 5.00-600 prisoners to the United

State.s,. going first to the stateS of
Tenne:ssee". Kansa's" and finally to
Utah...
He' expressed that vrhile in the
cu&t~cdy

of Great Br i tai n he was in-

terragated once every day.,

Hm·rever,

in. the: Uhited States custody he 'ivas

nGro neq!,lir,ed to give any more :i.nfortna';tion-: other than his name, rank, and
Lierial. number.

Mario, felt that

trea~tment,c

1-Thile in

the: United

Sta~tes,

th~

custody of

wa s, very fa ir •

Fig. 20.

.
1
Mario Alfreo.o Alfonst

IRictur'e' receive¢!. from'Mario Alfredo Alfonsi, Ogden, Utah, Novemher.:

T,c: 196;,.

TT
Fair to him meant good food and clothing with warm adequate living
conditions.

His only complaints were that the barracks were a little

overcrovlded and that he could never really become accustomed to the
fence surrounding the prison camp.

It was just the idea of being fenced

in which really bothered him the most.
The former prisoner, under ISU status,

vTaS

required to work eight

hours a day and five days a vleek as a lift operator and experieI?-ced no
physical hardship.

Mr. Alfonsi appears to be a very sincere individual.

On being

questioned concerning ill feelings tm{ard tJ:1e United States during his
stay in the prison camp, he explained that \{ar is
against each other.

Although he is

no\-!

'ITar

a loyal American citizen, he

\{ould alw'ays possess a love for his homeland of Italy.

Fig. 21.

and nations fight

Mario felt

A Group of Italian Prisoners in Camp Ogden ASF1

1Picture from Dan J. Mei, Westchester, Illinois, October 21, 1965.
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indirectly indoctrinated to the American democratic system because of the
fair treatment during his prisonership.l
The conduct accorded "prisoner of ''far Joseph Giordano prompted his
return to America after the war.

He was captured while fighting for

Italy against the British at Tobruck,-Africa, on January 21,1941.
Joseph was a prisoner in the U. S.from May, 1943 to January, 1946.
He felt that the war was not the fault of the leaders of anyone country.
This helped him realize-his ~osition as a prisoner. 2
These Italian prisoners of war (picture on page 29) dontt appear
to ShOlv evidence of 10'" morale or abuse by beatings or lack of adequate
clothing or food.
Giuseppe Battisti was one of many editors 'i·rho helped
Italian ne'ivspaper for the prisoners at Camp Ogden ASF.
of· the art work for the ne'·Tspaper.

publj~sh

an

He also did much

The ne"rspaper contained ISU camp neviS

about general happenings around the camp such as types of work, sports
and satire stories.

It was a helpful stimulant to boost the prisoners

morale and to see exactly what they were thinking about during their
confinement as a prisoner. 3

Follm'Ting are some loose translations of

poetry from the paper)
~ ~

Ritorno, meaning Rhythm Come Back, tells the story of a

prisoner who has been a'vay from home.

He meets a little girl, upon re-

turning home, and later finds out that she is his own daughter •
..

lInterview with Mario Alfredo Alfonsi,:Ogden, Utah, Nov.
2Interview with Joseph Giordano, Roy, Utah, Nov.

7, 1965.

7, 1965.

3See Appendix C for a sample of the newspaper and art work.

7,9
Ritmi Dal Ritornol
I 'have been away foux years and my wishing has been in
vain. I just need one letter to satisfy my appetite. Every
day I pray to Jesus and' God. It's all right to tell me ';-lhat
happened to my family life.
A s'\,veet pleasant voice whispers and remembers "tIThen your
mother picks you up and tells you to be calm. We knm·T you are
a prisoner, for every day that goes by my heart was in torment.
I "Tas deprived four years without a life. I could be happy,
instead I vias tormented to run· a,,,ay from home. I gave thanks
-from God for a beautiful day.
I '.{ent back home and rested after the run. I was very
t:tred and fatigu.ed. I sat dm,rn on the rock ~,.,rh5_le I looked
around. I beard a voice talking by the brook. There I sai!'T
a girl v1i th an older man. I got closer to them (the Italian
prisoner) . The girl Sayl me coming and ran to the elderly
man. The man asked .her vThy he scared her.
Stated the prisoner:
"1 bave a little girl at home. Please don't be scared.
Did I scare you? No, but you open the ~:,:ound in my heart.
So little one you suffer already. Your heart should be
lily -~'Thi te. tI
"I ,."ish to be a dove to fly over my mother's tom'o, II said
the girl.
IlWhy did you talk like that?" the prisoner asks.
"Don't you have mommy and daddy to -'c.reasure," asked the,
girl. "I had a father one day. He left OlU~ home one day and
never came back. He alwa:,{s '\lent to church. On my knee for
him I pray one clay to come back. One day all these people
surround me. I reached my doorstep and they told me my mother
is dead. The man took rae under his arm," she said.
"What is your name dear little one?fI asked the prisoner.
"IVly nalne ::s Gesuina, II she f3tatec.l.
The prisoner cried, "OG -,~ly beart rest your head, for I am
your father. I am back. No mor8 tears, for now we can be happy.
We ~"Till follO\·,r the boys ca:rrying our cross :~n church. We 80 110\1
and thank God. 112
lItalian PW arid I.S.U. Cam Nevls a er, March, 1945, p. 21.~. (Obtain
at Utah State University. The ne'i·,rspapers 'ifere translated l:y Mrs. Balbina
C. Ropelato, Ogden, Utah,Decemoer 17, 1965.
2The"reader should keep in mind the difficulty in translating a
poem from Italian ~o English language. The poem is as close to verse
form as possible. It doesn't possess high literary quality but only
expresses some of the feelings that the prisoners possessed at this
time in their lives.
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An American G. I. contributed an article which ,-ras also pertinent
to the feelings at the

tim~

among the Italian prisoners.

It reads like this:
strictly,s!:'!':"
• • • suffering is because of sin, the conunon burdenl of
mankind. By freely accepting our share of this burden we
lighten for everyone. All of us must suffer and everyone
must be affected by suffering. And it will either make men
hard and bitter and even mean and always on the defensive,
or it will make them sympathetic, tender, and full of pity
and understanding. The effect of suffering on a man depends
on his attitude toward suffering.. He who resents it will
naturally be embittered. But the one who sees it as a just
thing, w'ill not be bitter. And he ,,,ho sees God's mercy in it
will be a better man for it.
It seems to me that . ."e can increase human happiness by
all su£fering to enrich our personalities. Through suffering
vle can grow in understanding, pity and love for others. Last
but not least, by it "t"e pay our share of the debt of sin. l
Pastor Clemens E. Harms, Pastor , received. a gift at Chr:i.stmas time.
It was a Christmas card that expressed. one of the most warm and gentle
symbols of morale among the prisoners.
Blosch, a German prisoner.

It

WffS

designed by Wilhelm

The card depicts the fact that even at Christ-

mas time, the barbed wire fence around the prisoners, opens for the spirit
of festival.

It also exemplifies a tremendous love and respect which

·the.prisoners must had had for Pastor Harms.

He must have afforded them

,much spiritual sa.tisfaction and comfort during this crucial time in their
lives. 2
, lItallan PW and'I.S.U. Camp NewsPaper, September,
American G.I.'s name was not attached to the 'article.
2Letter from Clemens

E.

Harms, loco cit.

1945, p. 16. The
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<
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. .. "IW a.,ttt 1ltfdft.
l

Fig. 22.

Weihnachten 1945 in PW Camp
Bushnell, Utah l

IPicture from Clemens E . Harms,. July 26 , 1966. The picture ",as
designed· by Wilhelm Blosch ~ a German prisoner of w'ar.
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Pictured oelmv is the inside cover from the, same Cbristmas card

given to Pastor Harms.

T~e

vrri ting in German' on

1~he

card means in

essence: "A happy Christmas' Feast ',ri th wishes for you and your ,{ife.
Your thankful branch of the German Hal" Prisoners of the P /~J Camp Bushnell. "1

'in (mit, ·~'f~
~Ut1f1i1t "lJntn':".3bM4Tnw

0.emahlin ~bliban""4rtW,",~n~:
be .bu bIufI1'bm, >~~
,.. .

~

,- btl

". "

.

~.,

' <;

PIW Cem" ItiIb*111r

W,w..J-' fiU)",tv, ~ ~.,;

~:)~~.c .

;!~tk:~glf~t::J~~1!J}~

~JQJ/~

~.

'.~

~~~( ... .~~~~41

f4' ~ ~. ~-~+
2~%i ~::~~~ ti.w~"
Fig .. 23..

Inside of Christmas Card

lPicture from C. E. Harms, lo~. ci!o
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The prisoners began a movement to return home after completion of
the war in Europe.

It was in accordance with War Department plans that

every prisoner would be required to return home.

The Italian and German

prisoner would be replaced with American Harkers at the earliest possible
date.

Fig. 24. I.S.U. officers and enlisted men say good-bye to friends at
the Ogden ASF Depot as they board the train en-route for the first lap of
their journey back to Italyl

The prisoner of war camps in Utah and Idaho ,(rere only a representation of two states out of the forty-eight.

Their camps ivere constructed

and supervised in correlation r,ri th War Department instructions to try to
~ollow

explicitly the Geneva Convention 1929 rules.

The base camps were most generally able to follovT the rules.
ever , facilities, especially in the branch camps, were not alvlays·

Howadequ~te.

The brancq. camps, as previously stated, vrere rapi,dly constructed at
IP1cture received from Dan J. Mei, Westchester, Illinois, October
21,

1945.
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locations providing local citizens a pertinent labor force.

Textbooks,

teachers, clothing, heating units, recreation equipment, etc., '\-rere not
always available at the camps.
The acute labor shortage in the United States was the prime importance which the prisoners ,.,ere required to fulfill during their internmente

It was always possible that 'more prisoners could have been utilized

to labor projects.

Hmvever, the savings in time and money to the people

in Utah and Idaho was tremendous.
The German prisoner wasn't al10vred to mingle with the people as
much as the Italian, because of their signed I.S.U. pledge.

These men

made a lot of friends, even though they i,{ere prisoners of war, that even
remoteness ",111 never be able to erase.

It is this author I s estimation,

that the supervision accorded the prisoners by the U. S. Army and Navy
personnel, played a definite factor in the prisoners attitude toward the
,

democratic system.

,

It v'las evident that the German and Italian, men l,.,ere

subjected to heavy propaeanda by the Hitler and Mussolint regimes.

It

was no doubt a surprise to some of these men to be able to see
democracy in operation.

The people in Utah and Ic.aho "rere called

upon to playa vital part of this intricate system.

They performed the

Geneva Convention rules just as successfully as any of the forty-eight
and maybe even more so.
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APPENDIXES '

APPENDIX A

PHGO
Idaho and Utah Prisoner of War
Base and Branch Camps
Alphabetically by Name of Camp
Blackfoot, Idaho
Bushnell General Hospital, Utah
Clearfield, Utah*
'
, Deseret Chemical ~1arfare ~epot, Utah*
Fort Douglas, Utah*
Dus,'J'ay Provine; Ground, Utah
Franklin, Idaho
Emmett, Idaho
Farragut, Idaho
Filer, Idaho
Fort Hall, Idaho
Hill Field, Utah*
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Logan, Utah
.
HarsinG, . Idaho

-l{-DesiGnates Base Camp

Orem, Utah
Payette, Idaho
Pocatello AAB, Idaho .
Preston, Idaho
Rigby, Idaho
Rupert, Idaho*
. Sal ina, Utah
Shelley, Idaho
Sugar City, Idaho
Thomas, Idaho
Tooele, Utah*
Tremonton, Utah
Upper Deer Flat, Idaho
Ogden ASF Depot, Utah~
Hilder, Idaho

APPENDIX B

Prisoner of \'Jar Base Camps
Total Number prisoners interned.
Activation date.
United States Army Military Leadership.
United States Army and the ~'Jorld Alliance of Young Men t s Christian
Association (Y.M.C.A.) inspection reports of base camps.
Camp Deseret Chemical Vlarfare Depot, Utah
Smallest base camp in Utah
Inspectors:

P. Schnyder, May 26, 1945
Luis Rortal, August 15, 1945 '

U.S.
Y.M.C.A.

Bushnell General H,ospital, Brigham City, Utah
Commandins Officer:

Colone:).. Robert M. HardavTay
Captain W. H. Smith
Lt. Col. Robert D. Smith
Capt. Joseph K. Koper
Lt. Philips

Executive Officer:
Provost 1,1arshal:
Inspectors

Capt. D. L. Sch~-lieger, March 21, 1944
YErl Gustaf Almquist, July 13, 1945
LV.is Hortal, August 11, 191!-5 '

U.S.
Y.N.C.i\.

Camp Clearfield Havy Depot I O[}:len, Utah
Activated:

April 20, 1945

ComtJancl.inc Officer:
Captain SU':lin
Adjutant and Asst. Executive
Officer:
Lt. ClITtis
American Chaplain (Protestant):
Earlin3
Inspectors:

u.s.
Y .M.C .A. -

P. Schnyder,

rTay

31, 1945

Karl Gustaf .Ulnquist, July 12, 1945
Luis Hortal, AUGust 11~, 1945
sture Persson, March 31, 1946

Fort DouClas, Utah
Act:Lvated:

SUI!lmer, 1944
Italian' prisoners
Atltunn, 19L~4 - German Prisoners

Nunhers:

4 officers

95
3024 non-commissioned officers
196 enlisted men
3227 total number
Comnandinc; Officer: "

Lt. Colonel H. Ii. D-:·ryer
~.,. S. Hannan
Eajor Roberts
Second Lt. J. O. Kingsley
capt. David Jones (Episcopalian)
Najor Obie S. Muetine;
Vlilli Basler
Lt. Colonel

Executive Offic~r:
Asst. Executive Officer:
Chaplain:
Stockade Command.er:
Camp Spokesman:
Inspector:

u.S.

Hajor Pe.ul A. Ne1,rland, February 17, 1945
Helmut J. Knoll, February 1, 1945
Karl Gustaf Almquist, July 6, 1945
Luis Hortal, Aueust 14, 1945'

Y.M.C.A.

Camp Hill.Field, Utah

Numbers:

161 non-commissioned officers - Italian
945 enlisted men

CommandinG Officer:
Prison Camp Commander:
Executive Officer:
Asst. EX,ecuti ve Officer:
Camp Spokesrnan:

Colonel Paul Wolfe
Major Andre~'T Blase
Capt. J. P. Loffredo
1st Lt. Hario A. Meffeo
Leone Ghirudato
~laresciallo Bereongoli
Capt. J. D. Loffredo
Floyd A~ Spencer, October 8, 1945

Intelligence Officer:
Inspectors:

u.s.
Y.M.C.A.

-

M. A. Neffeo, January 20, 191~5

Luis Hortal, August 12, 1945

Canw Ogden ASP De£ot, Utah
Activated:

December 21, 1942

Numbers:

34 non-commissioned officers - Italian
1464 enlisted men

Commanding Officer:
Executive Officer:
Asst. Executive:
Adjutant:
Camp Spokesman:

Colonel Arthur J. Erickson
Peter Lauritzen
Colonel Edward Baer
Lt. Stover and Lt. Bartholomew'
Capt.J. W. Young
Fiuzzi Archimede
Maresciallo Capo

capt.

Inspectors:

Dc Koven L.t SchifTieeer, October 15, 1944
P. Schnyder, May 30, 1945
Luis Hortal, !-.1arch 8-9, 1945
Karl Gustaf Almquist, July 10, 1945
sture Persson, March 19, 1946

U.S.
.Y .M. C.A.

Camp Tooele, Utah
.A.ctivatecl:

December 27, 1943

Numbers:

1,000 men - German
Lt. Col. Frank C. Meek
Obe~Jachmeister Fritz Lingenfelder

Commanding Officer:
Camp Spokesman:

u.s.

Inspector s:

-

D. L. Sch';lieger l Capt. C.M.P., January

24, 1944

Ed"·rarc1 C. Shannahan, Major, C .M.P. Field
Liaison Officer, May 25, 1944
A. M. 'Sch,"ichtenblJ.rs, Colonel, M. C.
Director , Hospital Aclministration,
December 16, 1943
Camp Rupert, Idaho
Gerl~lan, Hay

Activated:
Numbers:

10, 194t~

2 officers

529 non-commissioned. officers

2466 enlisted men
13 enlisted men bearing nationality of Russian
Commandincr, Officer:
Executive Officer:
Asst. Executive:
Adjutant:
Stockade Commander:

Colonel Dott E. Smith
Captain Sch~"lzi
Captain Mossbauer
Captain Fagin
Capt. Chesley C. Richardson

Inspectors:

E. G. Scharnahor, Major CMP
De Koven L. Schu5.ec;er, Capt. Cl-!D
Luis Hortal, March 6, 1945
. August 6-10, 1945
sture Perrson, March 13-14,1946

U.s.
Y.H.C.A. -

Camv Farragut, Idaho
Activated:

Septer.'}ber, 1942
German

~

748 enlisted men

97
Capt. F. H. lKelley
J. G. Arkins
Lt. Colonel Frank E. Meek
Capt. M. Reeves
Carl Merschemke

Commanding Officer:
Executive Officer:
Prison Camp Commandant:
Executive Officer:
Camp Spokesman:
Inspectors:

u. S.
Y.M.C.A.

-

Hilyer F. Gearing, February 8, 1945
Lyle F. Da;;vson, March 30, 1945

Capt. Wm. J. Rouquat, May 4, 1945
Luis Hortal, July 24, 1945

APPENDIX C

.Prisoner cf War Camp Papers
Sample copy of the Italian PW and I.S~U. Camp Newspaper, parts of which
were transla. ted into English as evidenced in Chapter 3.•
7

11 tro.ttato di Versat;lia, alIa fine de-l-l1ultinia' guerra mon-~!(o
diale, stabili" 1.U'l ·p0110S0· armistizio, n011 una pace. Possiamo noi°;}'
trarre daGl! e'rrori oi coloro chc' formnlarono il trattatoqu).lche
amlilsostrar.lcnto· clle' passn ·consigriarcl .nel definire, alIa fine del,
In pr050nto e;uerra., una pace d1.u"atura'? Colui che tentasse di rispondere . one'starr,ente .D.. qUGsta domanda, dovrebbe' corifessCl:re ehe t .;~
nel:n mig~iore delle·. ipotesi, oc1i ·po.trebbe s·ola.t1en to fare 1m po 1
I' di luce soltarito 'nell '.oscurita I cba C0pre i1 presente e ·il futuro
dell1llr.:Lan ita I .• . . '..
.' ,
,!
'.
'Allo sco'ppio della guerra. n'el 1914, la rapidi ta' dei muta:-~!!",
menti nella~ ,yi tn UTlla.na d~ vonne trappo vertiginosa, 11 esempio di e
voluzione .6 di ri voluzionamento tro.ppo intricato pcrche' una men ...
te limitatapotesse domprenderlo.
II cantrolla ·doll1uolllo sUlle forze della natul".1. bruta e' anda.ta poi alnneiltando con incredibj.1e velocita l ; rna l'uomo ha aG,qui
stato poen coso. so non ha aunientato ~d esercitato .il .cantrolla' 's'o
pra 1e forze del~? sun. pr.opria na.tura.
.
Nei labdratqridel . mondo, nuovi strtU11cnti di guerra 3i stanno perfezibnarido: s:t·rt1mcnti che fariJ.nno ,?jembrare 11 piu' grande ~}
IIblockbuster," di 0(;3i, '1ll1 'Cioco da rngazzi. Quulora 1 '-q.ono 'non ~~ ..~}
fosseoalpace .di (lu:llentifro i1 suo' contro'llo. soprn l' in'Jidia, 119-':.(dio, .la malizitl e ..la crudel ta' c:he sono ben.e addentro nella sua ~t
st~ssa: ha.tt.l.ra, egli. imp'i~Ghera' :cl;uel ':stio aumento.to controlla stllIe fo·r·ze della natU):'a 'trutaper ,dist'rugGore 1a magglor ilarte del~}
'genic 'u'llono e.' tutti i··.·· ..InoraviGliosi o.cquis.ti della civil tal. ,
~Uas,ta .ciuestiohe di cnrattere morale dove essere il pres,up.-·~~
posto . ·di· .oGni· probloma;' n!iro.nte ad una pace'dura.tura e solo una {Hi,
non limit:ltu intellig$nza ,pno" ~rispol1dervi. Risposte, possoho f2.~~:;
cilmehte eS'se're' date' da superficin.li colonnisti e da abili color~
nisti; lil3 in· veri tl;\,I, .la· ',risoluz-ion'e '8' compresa solanfente da Dio
Vi .fllJ a1l01"a uh 'occasione mediante In quale 1a conferenza di.
Parigi dalla'quale. usci '" iltrattato di Versnglin, avbebbe potuto
dare vita ad u,,"'1'U pace. d~revpIe ? Sembro I allora che ;vi fossa uhn*
I'
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APPENDIX D
Sample copy of Giuseppe
I. S •u. ~ NellSpa;per.

"Joe" Battisti's art '\vork in the Italian
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APPENDIX E

Sample copy of the Y.M.C'.A. Camp Inspection Reports \vhich are similar
to the PMGO ,'far Department' .Reports on microfilm.

co~ng

(,;olor.sl Arthur J. Crio_on
:'L. Young
C.,lor.el ;~dwe.rd taer

Cffico.I""

It.. J.j'Ll ttint

a

oou t1'n Ci tice:r

.~fteiG ta.r~t ~.;..clt<;u t1 Vi;
W:;lcil'.L~

.i.lt. KeiUlJl"G
L~.

"'ltil?u;~;h t'1":~

j~h8p'':tl.

',~"f'O "'iO

pr.:. •. ol:f"l'

'Wh9re Oatik)lie n'1.d Prot.tlIutant

r.

t~f \"~i.l' p(L~l.\.JI"r'

eor·.rj.~..!c~~

~;";(Jv9r

Ba:l--tholulTtr........

:.~

t~J . 15

·1·... · .~.: I.: ....:...

nl'"e h:!1(1 eVt:r.:,· : l;;,t::.....:!, .,:;,_.

tJ'.fI'.I

',::~l

f'urr:i19hed • th" frquil.;.:cnt' incl\~,~lnG altr-Jr h4.-..t'~r'i~ aac ur~~ci.:ri:·.t;;( •.... ~,:.:, :~",.
t;ifta [rom th.l-~\J't'Vtn1on.l COl!'wiit-;"!o·'J. r~~th.c~ f~rc'\lf, of f t •.)v:;·~l~};t:.: '~b~'r{""
0,.;:C~r.t Utah, i!l in ehlu·,·'e e'l·. t.re Ce.tholic t~tlrvicca cnfJ r:,~t\)·r rlW1~·,~!;';.)
·~':':·;:j,~)s
Brj c,hW.4, Utah, t.f.f-.es ce.ro of t.he 'fiNoTlf;alicrJ. nnrvicoQ. :. ~m f1':'rry I D.;~:l to, ::,t
l1~et the Ca t'jolio ~1est but I hnd an o]:.porblni ty to SCi) x~stc.r ':~tn;l!'l) at ,.' J.~.hlfi.jllt
8.!l:\.' Bl·t-wi, Ba·,eraltl0uIS tul~in;; ~;;1th hitl.
h.'ntor Hl:.I"J:nt'f beloYI.')t\ 'tel tu';' ~:.','.\ :1"1
.~:.yr;,.u 'lnd 10 hlrnaolt -!l 8tlcond &tj",~rntlon J-.L·-rit;sn
C('.:;."~-:'w. 11J'\~~etr.,·.
I:. '~jt 4.
VG:k"/ r~?'1 ilUpX'el'll!ion i;t rd;) 3{-friCI\.1);\ !JJld it;c.h,,~:;trioua, ...,~ 1'(. t',:;. .'..! l.u.tJ c,·!:.b·:"~' ·5'!'.'·:'L~S
(})riscr:,\~r or~'~r Cnmpe Cl'earfi.lc. crtl I':!.H:.i:'l.lnl1 Cen?ral t:ORo; ;,t~l, i,;';~~:..
.:, !",:, ;"bt.J
" rllt.(,~r ea..all oongre~"&tion4it j1rl.~am, tt' ..,,~t;; glad t.O ,h:l.vG th~ Ol)~,()rl,·;l\.i t.,:l .).1'
c(<lin!·,: \.iQeful ill th1e '~l"oial kind' of wOl'k~ kf tor ti:'.(~ @~rY~_ Ci1t hf'l l';t\~ f!.(!\;' ,.' ',. ~:~~,~d ~.)
rJf,cOl'lG .,Olre UDvta t.nlkir... · \11 th thll ~·ri.6on~I·t; of ~ nnd tr~:,' t c::: • :~~?ir c.:.':L', ,,'f.:. ';.:.H.l.
~F\~~or~y to ~&p the:' OPfo::tw'ti, t,\' to tnlk 'V.."er t~:.ei: rcli;~i('')uf' ~1\)·Ll(:u:.s~
,' ...L t~,:r'
:ir~r!!'i.8 t·.ad, '1tervt'ld the !.o:rd.'a mljJ~)Or 1.0 prll10l1cr~ of'ilnr. r.:.r, q1.i.~et an(i t;'i'l"i C';'!8.rf.O tor and hie good Jwtt,~.e:r of p.~J.\roP.31:nf~ hla Ch."ia~iu·I,: t~1 "\l~i! i.\tr.B:'~ fp(;l.:.:', ..... '.01·G
~;~t,Qt) ot nobility ,of spirit ..nil a. .truift"'O:-thineRu sinccrarl.y· Vt1'l'~l~~~ i;.:,r ;'::~:, T'ria..;.n~::;. of 'WBr.
I tmg:7,9l!l't that ;vm ~T"..d bill} our reprinted tboolo ..,:i,;~~ll:y;}o~p' :;·...ld 100 '
oopial1 tJ'ach ot <ni.rdevotioMl t'l()t;Ji<;$ which :1~ con diatr.1.::..;.ta ill t110 OI·lJ·?~. ~. t'·)l~·
h.iHi 1ih.:.t the, :~cwraul1cal Commisaicn would b9 [;lad to 6'Up;oort }:ifi '\~.. :;):,Y.. ,tC;,i. ~l::tt· ]·~o
Llijl)l'~ 'Rr! te WI it 11." n«tp,ded uaterh.l ({fC hi!; :t"ulic;ioua ~\lr~ in tl:s cru':l'~.

or
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APPE:rID IX F

The following is a list of German prisoners of var ,.",hich attended
Pastor Clemens E. Harms' evangelical services in the year 1945. They
vJ'ere prisoners of "ioJ'ar in the States of Utah and Idaho during World War
II.
Pastor Harms had each prisoner "Trite his name in a roll book.
Hmvever, some of the names "'-Tere not \'Tritten clear or with adequate
addresses. Alfred Koch, Logan, Utah, vras responsible for translating
the ,names and addresses.
NM.1E

6/7/45 Schulz, Heinrich
'Werner, Herbert
Ellerbarken, Erlvin
Huber, Herman
Thanz, Evald
Becker, Dietrich
Keonut, Albert
Fiedli, Arthur
Kabus, Karl
Lm..renherg, Wilhelm
Moritz} Richard
Rau, TheoCi.or H.'
Br1).c~er,

I-~ampel

Rausch, Heinrich

ADDRESS
Berlin
Dresden 23, Hubertusstr. 32
Halle in Westfalen, Kunseheck 62
Hunchen-Ost, Holzstr. 12
Dorum, uber Hesermunde
Neubruchhausen, bei Beckum
Olbernhau/ Neue-Schonhs
Limbach, i. Sa.
E!"kheim, Scb':,Iaben
E1isau I , Yxeis Kutno.
Neu-Lanssou, bei HerbiG-Kreis Leh '.
Ge1senkirchen, Westfalen
Neustadt O/S
Lunen aid Lippe, Kirchstrasse 11

6/14/45.
Richter, Karl
Ernst, Barwieck
Goetze, Martin
Mambar, Leonhard
Melpert, ~'lilli
Romberg, Wilhelm
Meyer, Walter
Buttner, Hans
Huster, Martin
Hutinger, Eugen
Furlaff, vlilhelm
Taenzer, Walter
Hund, Friedrich
Crouebach, otto
Felgner, Arno
Schulze, Alfred
Goppel, Nicklaus
Hirth, Gottfried

Vollmerg, KIeis Sch1uchten
Ratzlinc;en, Bzrk. >largdeburc
Gasthof Graenitz, uber Freibt~8
Lanclau, Kreis Gunzenhausen :Mittelfranken
Soest, Gatteroperl-Teg 95
Beckum-Westfa1en, Frosenauweg
WutzburC
Marieneg, i. Vogtland
Fissginheim, bei Lud;;rigshafen
Grossjestin, bei Kolberg Pommern
Apfe1staedt, in Thuringen
Sch"ivabach, Lindenstr. 24
Kaiserslautern, Beethovenstr. 22
Wettersdorf, Bzrk. Dobe1n
Luckstedt, Kreis Osterburg
Ansbach, Mittelfranken
Taubaldsmuh1e, Post Helmbecht
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Schvlarze, ,Helmut
Niebuhr, Hilli

6/28/45
Unbeheud, Ernest
Scheffler, Herman
Kutteman, Johann
Teske, otto
Gubke, Gerold
Delling, Alfred
Bucke, Y..arl
Pfeifer, Kt:trt
Neumann, Erhard
Lingmann, Johannes

8/7/45
Kremp, Johannes
. Borchers, Kaspers
Felgner, Herbert
Heimrodinger, Paul
Klibs, Rudolf
Roolfs, Konrad
Lohrenz, Gunter
Hager, Kilian
Kasper, Johann
Kathmann, Wilhelm
vlohnbas, ::Zobert,
Muller, Friedrich
Zeitler, otto
~1yer,

Max

Hans
Hieth, irTolfrarn
Urban, Adolf
Kofschnitzki, Erich
Fitsch, Dr. Christian
Ehrharc~_t,

Neuengorma bei Dornburg
Nateln, Kreis Uelzeh
Hassel, Saar
UntergTuggenbach, Heilb.
Bocholt, in Westfalen
Hohenc'\verbergen, Kreis Verden, Aller
Schwabach, Bayern
Diethensdorf, Sacbsen
Toruesch, Holstein
Dresden, Sachsen
Drebach, Erzgebirge
Tripsa, Lam. Bez. Kassel
Konigsberg, Ostpreussen
Holtheice, Kreis Leer, Ostfrieslane
Reichenbach, Sachscn
Stu.ttGart
Lippe
Norden, Ostfriesland
Lubecl:
Oberalbach bei Nurnberg
Gr. Zeissig, Kreis
Del'Hcnhorst in Oldenburg
GeislinGen, Steise
Karlsruhe, Baden
Selm, Hestfalen
Harienbcrg, Sachsen
Ettischleben, l:lei ArnstaCit, 'Thuringen
Borsdoyf
Hausen, im Tannus
Espenkrug
Emmerich, am Rhein

15/7/45

Rohrer, Karl
Pamkoke, Gustov
Schelbuch, Eugen
Braun, otto
Siegel, Karl Heinz
Heinrich, Walter
Bek., Karl
Huller, Jakob
Lang, Karl
Bazarm"ski, Leopold

Frei-Laubesheil:1, ~hein
Bielefeld, Eckcndorferstr. 21
..3tuttcart, Bad r:annstac~t, Lililburgerallce 7
Schauernheim, Ludlligshafen, ~.hein, Stcigerstr.
Niec.erbicber, bei Nemviec.
Leidorf, Riesengebirce, Schlesien
Herrenberg Krs. Boblincen
Huhnerfelc., Saar
Wien 2, Erlafstr. 8/8
v-Tien IX, .~.J'ahritiger-Gurtel 130

21
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29/7/45

Metzler, Hans Gunter
Donal, Hermann
Floreck, Herbert
Doberstein, Rudolf

5/8/45
Franke, Ylilli
Nick, Jakob
Jager, Hans
Te~chmann, Arno
Schneider, Kurt
Scholz, Julius
Schidat, Josef
Arndt, Gerhard
Sofsdorf, Erich
Maier, Karl

19/8/45
Schnittcher, Hermann
Dalheimer, Rudolf
Dasler, Walter

Cottbus, Sandower Hauptstr. 4
Bornheim b/Bonn
Thale/Harz, Obersteignerveg 28
vlartigau
itlahnfried, Herra Ressen
vleinheim, Baclen
Drossdorf bei Olsvlitz
Leipzig, S3
vli ttgendorf B 16 Chemni tz
Posen
Litauen, Lithuania
Sachsenhausen, Waldeck
Kassel, Funfflrrterstr. 4
Maulburg, Wiesental
Essen, Rustermark 70
Breitenthal, Bez. Trier
Sch'i{arzbach, Schles ien

26/8/45
Baudszus, Frit,z
L.inz, Armin
Zuter, Johann
Herzog, Dieter
Schreiber, Siegfried

2/9/45

Segmuller, Heinrich
Goebel, Hanfred
Dahl, Otto
Spill, Andreas
Witzmann, Werner
Pic katz , Johann

15/9/45

Prassler, Alfred
Kratzer, Johann
Engel, Adolf
Witze, Rudi

Jagsten uber Schilline Ostpreussen
Sch~reinfurt, Ri ttergafstr. 2
Hilsat1, Kreis Bentheim
Karlsruhe, Baden
Leipzig, YE.iser-lfilhelm strasse 44
Walshausen, Pfalz
Schluchtern, Ressen-Nassau
Saarau, Schlesien
Bad Hersfeld, Bez. Kassel
stutzerbach, Thuringen
Zawadzki, Oberschlesien
Oberndorf, in Thuringen
Alfeld, Uber Herzbruck, Mittelfranken
- Regensburg, Bayern
Scharfenberg,Sachsen

20/6/45
Neddermeyer, Walter Hamburg
Otenauf, Hans
Ge~a, Richterstr. 21, ThlITingen
Heider, Hermann
Piohe~shohe b/Posen
Funk, Karl
Schaf-fhausen, Kreis Heidelberg
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Gerling, ~lerner
Pfeifer, Willi
PolkO\{ , Walter
Wolfram, Heinz
Norstmeier, Wilhelm
Cres, Rudi
Lienemann, Gerhardq
Herold, Georg
Hindritz, Jan Berenz
Langer, Karl
Schlafke, Erich
Kru.sche, Hermann
Tietjen,· Johann
Brochmann, Karl
Schmidt, Erich
Stadler, Fritz
Palmic, Henri
Becker, Lorenz
Rennie;, Kurt
Foeris, MS.tthias
Ruschke, Hermann
vlietmer, Artur
Hahn, Rua_olf
Cohrs, Heinrich
Walff, Hans
Losemann, Wilhelm
SQrgatz, Alfred
Berger, ~arl
~"irdtz, Hermann
Ross, Friedrich
Iggene, Hans
Fitscbe, Rudolf
Pflaumer, Karl
ott, Alfred

29/7/45

Eberlein, "tlal ter
Bauer, Hans
ArmIs, Karl
Wege, Lud-!iC
Metternich, Y...arl
Burmeister, Martin
cutterstein, Heinz
Kerchling, Gustav
Kelch, GUf:;tav
Kirn, Gottli·~b
Schrodi, Kristian
Schonau, Theodor

Dortmund, Stahli1erkistr. 77
Haaspe in Westfalen
Jambo.rg
Premzlau a/~lain
Freienhagen
Bockau im Erzgebirge
Oldenburg
PU.lmbach
Georgsdorf, Kreis Bentheim
Hornitz bei Zittau
Borgsdorf, bei Berlin
Margsdorf, Kreis Kreuzbu.rg O/P
Sandbostel Bez. Bremen
Hamburg Lohbrugge, Hindenburgstr. 4.
St. Kilian, bei Schleissingen, Thuringen
Fahnsdorf, Steiermark-Osterr.
Zossen, bei Berlin
Marburg a. Lahn
Melzen, Hannover
Geilenkirchen
Achim, bei Bremen
Litzmannstradt, Polen
Thalheim, Sachsen, Plan 7
Hamhur e.;-Alt ana
Sch,:·rerin, i/1--1.
Munster i. Westfalen
Rincerrfalde (Ostsee)
Otbach Annveiler
Wremen, Kreis Hesermunde
Bayreuth, Bayern
Norden, Ostfriesland
Niederlichtenau uber Fnlsnitz i. Sachsen
~veissenburrr i. Bayern, ~'lildbuststrasse 12
Neuhof, tD Taunus, bei ~fiesbaden
Cram-rahl No. 4 bei Annabers
Erzgebirge, Sachsen

Huhlheim, Ruhr
Vierenbur~, Harz
Ohlau in·Schlesien
Linkenheir!l
Sesau, Kreis Freiburc;, i. B.
Mollendorf, Hans:feld

26/8/45
Dzinballe, H:tlli
Muller, Karl
Horn, LU6.~,lic:

Peisterl·ri tz, F.r. Ohlau, Schlesien
~'Jallendorf, Thurincen
Schneckenlohe, Oberfranl~e~:;
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Rausch, Adam
Dygar, otto
von Grunhagel1, Hans
;vurzel, Peter
Lang, George
Glockler, George
Korz, Johann

9/9/h5

Bauert, Karl
Himmelein, Konrad
Reuter, Jakob
Bode, 'ililli
Engel , Walter
Manngel, Helmut
Plamann, Karl
Geisler, Heinrich
, Sarolatzki, vlal ter
Heh, Erios
Popp, Arthur
Goebel, Hermann
Tammen, Wilhelm
Hennig, Kurt

Ginzheim
/Braunsberg,t Ostpreussen
Helmerkamp, CelIe
Kirchenlamitz, Oberfranken
Kirchenlamitz, Oberfranken
Albeck/Ulm a. D.
Volklingen, Saar

l~ainz,

~osseu

Amt ~flullheim Baden
Frankfu=-"t, aiM
Bonn a. Rhein, Stephanstr. 1
Gottigcen, Deutsche Garden
Aschersleben, Harz
Litzeannstac1t
,Koslin, i/P.
Liegnitz, in Schlesien
Essen, Rheinland
Minten, Ki"'. Vancard, Fommern
Kirchenlamitz, Oberschlesien
Erfurt, Thurinzen
Hohenkirchen, Friesland
Uelzen, Ham. Luisenstr. 18
Bac1en~"e11er,

8/6/45
Schulz, Heinrich
HOOn, Rudolph
Hemp, Fritz
Pechholc1; Max
Pedenouth, Hans
Schautner, Franz
Schule,' Paul
Pfitzmann, Bernhard
HenninG' Willi
Hermann, Josef
Hammann, Eugen
Haschem, Kurt
Neeb, Wilhelm
Fubrisius, Oskar
Grosch, Erhard
Hofmann, Georg
Hangel, Alfred
Blosch, Wilhelm
Kasper, Wilhelm
Fruh, Hans
Wiegel, Heino
Stief, Heinrich
Kiliau, Kurt
Mielke, Martin
Fuchs, Konrad

Berlin
Frankfurt, on del" OdeI'
Strausberg, bei Berlin
Schwarzdorf, bei Mitritz,' Oberfranken
StuttGart
Hinterbruhl
Berlin
Schonbrlmn, Kreis Sprottau
Stremlow, uber Grimmen Pommern
Mannheim
Bolander/Hestmark
Berlin-Friedrichsfeld
Ebertshausen, bei Limburg, Lahn
Zinten, Ostpreussen
Malkwitz, Oschatz, Sa.
Untertschring/Munchen
Sormwitz/Dresden
Konstanz/Bodensee
Herold/Unterlahn
Nurnbergj l'vloos'str. 46
Tespe, bei Luneburg,
Konigsheim beiGlatz, Schlesien
Mannheim-Kafertal
Regenwalde, Pommern
Laffenau, bei Nurnberg
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Kassmann, Bruno
Kuhn, Hermann
Feess, Gerhard
Sahir, Heinrich
Eckart, Hans
Hoffmann, Ernst
Happe, Paul
Tuf'fna, Ernst
Stadlmais, Hermann
Horstmann, Henry
Haefner, Bernhard
Fasel, Lud:t·rig
Richter, Eugen

23/6/45
Krause, Heinz
Schartner, Franz
Geske, Evrald
Kuchel, Friedrich
Stein, Paul
Hoffmann, Helmut
Pfann, Fritz
Sakonoshi, Ernst
Himmel, Os~·rald

Magdeburg
Dietenshausen, Kreis Tili ttgenst.
Altheim, be Dlm
Rogallen, Kreis Lyck ostpreussen
Gau-Odenheim, Rhein-Hessen
Leipe, K~eis Jauer No. lOb
Oberlauterbank, Kreis Jauer
Hartrnannsdorf, Kreis Z~'lickau a/Sa.
Koblenz/Rhein
Hamburg
Steinbach-Hallenberg i~ Thuringen
Hummertroth, Post Hoehst, Odenwau
Berlin, GruneH'alc1
Langenbielau, Schlesien
\.-lien
Hambt,ITg
Tutschfelden im Braggau
Idar-Oberstein
Schneidemul
~I[orms

Arnsberc, Hestfalen
Litzmannstadt

~Iartegau,

16/7/45
Fischer, Fritz
Wolff, Walter
Granitz, Gerhard
Moller,. Alexander

30/7/45
Ehler, vlilli

Gotha/Thuringen
Karlsruhe

6/18/45
Olschevleski, Hax
Schoenrock, Karl
Halle, Gerhard

23/h/ 45
Schulz, Heinrich
Rascher, Heinz
Lehmenkuhler, Berhard
Huser, Ernst
Reuter, Anton
Martin, Heinz
Tricher" Josef
Rottschafer, Walter
Rauhut, Paul

Bromberg-~I[estpreussen

Pommern
Corlitz
Berlin
Leipzig
Arnsberg
Niederskreisbach uber Betzdorf Sieg., Rheinland
Jena
Hoff
Bielefeld
Posen
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Essner, Bernhard
Junkersdorf, Engelbert
Holz, Franz

27/8/ 45

Schulze, Reinhold
Hoppe, Karl
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